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ABSfMCT 
The primiy objective of this study was to estimate the effect of 
ineoM, fluid udlic pjdces, and race on the cons«3E^ tion of fluid milk and 
fluid milk sttbstitttt@s (canned and dried milk) in the urban Southeast. 
A supplementary- objective was to evaluate the us® of cross-sectional 
data in estimating pidce elasticities and cross elasticities of deasand. 
Data pertaining to the consu^ tion of fresh fluid milk, canned and 
dried udlk, incosa®, race, and household size and co^ osition were obtained 
from 1,365 households located in 12 Southeastern' cities# Cities were 
purposely selected in order to obtain a range in fluid ndlk prices with 
otherwise comparable cities. Households within cities wore randomly 
selected. 
Single-equation iwdels were employed in th® analysis. Least-
squares aultipl© regression ©quations were used in the initial analysis 
to ©stiinat© the effect of income, fluid milk prices, race, and household 
size and composition on the consim^ jtion of both fltaid milk and fltsid milk 
substitutes# The data were analyzed for all households combined, and 
for white and colored households separately. Itesiilts of the aultiple 
regression analysis were used to obtain average consuB^ tion by cities 
adjusted for differences in incowe, race, and household size and coffif 
position. Simple agression equations, with data cowrerted to logarithM, 
were employed in the analysis of data by cities in order to obtain esti-
Hiates of average price elasticities and cross elasticities. Relationships 
between income aM the consuu^ tion of fluid »llk and iluid ndlk 
T 
substitutes at various levels of incom© were ©sti3nate<i from the iKultiple 
regression ©qimtions for aH households combined, aM for white and 
colored households separately. 
Consumption of both fresh fluid milk and fluid milk substitutes 
exhibited considerable variability emong households. Thus it was possible 
to escplain only a relatively simll proportion of this variability by the 
single equation asodels ei^ loyed# 
Household consumption of fresh fluid nilk increased significantly 
with increased incasie, but the effect of income on fluid milk consumption 
diainished as income increased. The estiaated effect of a unit increase 
in the logarithm of awnthlj income (in dollars) on fluid milk consuiif)tion 
was an increase of 3.74 quarts per week for all households, 3*95 for 
white households sepamtely, and 2.98 for colored households separately. 
However, the estimated inco» elasticities of deaand for fluid jnilk were 
slightly larger for the colored households than for the white households. 
A significant negative relationship was eachibited between household con­
sumption of fluid ffiilk substitutes and ineoa®. A separate analj'sis by 
races indicated a highly significant negative relationship between in­
come and consui^ tion of fliiid laiilk substitutes for white households, 
but a nonsignificant relationship for colored households. 
A negative relationship was exhibited between prices and constat 
tion of fluid Hiilk. The effect of price on consun^ tion was not 
significant in nailtlple regression equations Including race as an 
independent vajriLate. A significant relationship was obtained in a 
separate analysis for white households, but a nonsignificant relationship 
vi 
was obtained for colored households. Price analysis by cities indicated 
the possibility of a more elastic (in th® range of - 2.0 to - 3.0) 
demand for fluid milk than has generally been concluded from time series 
and jnarket data studies* The statistical evidence was, however, not 
conclusive. Analysis of cross-sectional data, with careful selection 
of the Markets, offers considerable potential toward a better under­
standing of the pric® elasticity of demand for fluid ailk. 
A highly significant poaitive relationship was eadiibited between 
the consuHfjtion of fluid milk substitutes and the prevailing prices for 
fluid milk. Highly significant cross pilce ©lasticities of th© demand 
for fluid milk substitutes were obtained with prices of fluid ailk as 
the independent variate. In a separate analysis by races, the relation­
ship between prevailing prices for fluid ailk and consuiaption of fluid 
milk substitutes was highly significant for -white households but non­
significant for eolored households# Analysis of adjusted household 
consumption of fluid aAlk substitutes and prices of fluid jailk by cities 
indicated an average cross pric© ©laeticity of demnd for fluid milk 
substitutes of 1,46« 
White households consujaed 3»64 quarts laore freah fluid milk per 
week than eolored households in addition to differences in household 
income, size and composition. The effect of race on fluid lailk 
consumption was highly significant. Colored households consun»d mre 
fluid milk substitutes than white households but the race effect was 
not significant. 
vU 
Thrt© age groups—children under feur j@&m of &g@, children four 
to IS, aai ineluded ia the cca^ sition of h©useh©l(te. !Ri@ 
effect of the nu^ sr of persons ia households on consxaqstion of fluid 
milk was highly signifieant for all age groups for all households and 
for *Mt® households. A eefamte aimlysis^  for eolored household© 
Indicated that children four to IS did not have a signifieant effect on 
household oonsu^ tioa of fluid allk# The effect of tm age groups'— 
children under four and four to li-«-on homeehold constinption of fluid 
fflilk was si^ tiificantly less for coloj^ d household® than for white 
households. 
Sie effect of the niiiiber of persons in household® on consui^ tion 
of fluid Milk substitutes was highly iigaificant for all age groups for 
all houaeholds and for white households. A separate iuEialysis for 
colored households iadicsated that adults did not have a iignificant 
effect on household consu^ tion of fluid »ilk stdsetitutes. Children 
under four yeaw of age had a signifleantly g»ater effect on household 
consui^ tion of fluid adlk sabetitutes than did either childi^ n four to 
IS or adults for both #iite and colored household®. 
Household eonsu^ tion of fluid «ilk *as positively a-ssociated with 
consuj^ tion of wHk away frsm hoiae by members of the household. The 
relationship wa® highly ei^ iificant. Goatoined household eonsuaistion of 
bottled ekita ailk, butteraidlfc and chocolate Hiilk was not aignificantly 
associated with oonsuaiption of fresh whole fluid allk. Cons^ Jaption of 
fluid fflilk away £rom horn was not significantly associated with house­
hold consui^ tion of fluid M.lk substitutes. C«bined household 
viil 
consuoption of bottlwi,. skia Mlk# bwtt®,r»ilk and c^ colat® dilnk was 
not signifieantly associa^ d with hoai«hoM cofiiu^ tioii of fluli 
sabftltut®®# 
1 
IMTaOBOCTlOi 
Flaid allk cons«3^ tioB in th© Soatheast on a p©r capita basis is 
apparently lower th«i in other a,mm of the ©otmtiy. Hlk production 
per capita in the Southern "B&gim in 1950 was appro3ciaat®ly 4B4 pounds 
co^ ared with BBO pounds for the Ifalt®d States exclMing the Southern 
1 legion# A food consunption mrvvy aad© by th® Buireatt of Htraan Ifctrition 
and Eom BccaiomicS' in th« winttr of 194® indica.t®d a weekly fluid adULk 
oonsuE^ tion of only 2»32i tjuarts per 'person in Biissingha®, Alabawi coia-
pawd with 3*563 in Buffalo, Mew Xork| 3*937 in Minneapolis»St» Paulj 
2 
and 3»511 in San Francisco. On th® other hand, this sasae survey indi­
cated weekly oonsus^ tion of canned and dried «llk on a fluid equivalent 
basis in BijfMnghaa of 1.134 quarts with a weekly constsa^ jtion 
of only 0.410 quarts in Buffalo, 0.14B in Minneapolis-St. Paul and 0.449 
in San Francisco. A surrey 3ji Morfch Carolina (1950) indicated that per 
capita consumption of evaporated ri.lk in that state was twice the 
3 
national average. 
Dealers* buying prices for standard grade joilk for fluid distribution 
(3*5 percent fat) in June 1955 averaged 5.S5 dollar© per himdaredweight for 
E. Collins, trends in the Production and Disposition of Milk and 
the li^ ortance of DaiiTlng in the South 1924-50. Southern Cooperative 
Seiles'iul. 19* 1951. p. 21, 
2 P. S. Bureau of Human JIutrition and Home Iconoaics. Mutritive Value 
of Faaily Diets, Pour Cities, Winter 1948. U. 3» Bept. of Agr. 194^  Food 
Consolation Surveys - Pa^ eliainary leport Mo. 6. 1949* Tables 7, 12, 17, 
and 22. 
3 
•^ Walter P. Cotton. Consm^ tion of Dairy Products in Urban North 
Carolina. S. C. Agr. 1^ . Sta. Ml. 3?1« 1950. p. 40. 
2 
th® Somth Atlantic Region, 4*59 dollars per hundredweight for the East 
Soath C'Sntral, legion, 5*09 dollars per hundredweight for th® West South 
Central Eegion, a»d an awrage of 4»69 dollars per h«Mredw®ight for the 
1. United StatesWithin the Southern .Begioa, fluid ailk prices (delivered) 
ranged from 20*21 cents per, ipart in Chattanooga, fenness©® and smll 
Mississippi aarkets to 2S cents in Savannah, Geoi^ ia with prices in 
2 
several aarkets "between these ranges. ®si8 aakes it possible to 
examine th® effect of fluid fflilk prices on the consui^ tlon of fresh 
fltiid Bilk, and on the substitution • of dried and canned adlk for fresh 
fluid milk within th® region* 
Prices of ^ fluid ri,lk differ from prices of aany other faim coasodities 
in that adlk prices are established by various types of control agencies. 
Fluid BJilk prices differ wore anong the vailoue aarkets in many instances 
3 than can be justified on the basis of econ<»ic factors# An analysis of 
Office of Price Adadnistration data in lf4^  disclosed a rather wide range 
in fluid Milk prices within rather narrow geographic limits.^  A contri­
buting factor to the ^ d® mi^ e in aUk prices in the South indicated by 
1 0. S. Agricultural Marketing Service. Fluid Milk and Cream leport 
for (June 1955. 0. S. Dept. of Agr. June 1955* 9* 
I^bid., pp. 4**6. 
3. Agricultural 'Marketing Se'rvice# Eegulation® Affecting the 
Movefflent and Merchandising of Kllk. U# S. Dept. of Agr. Ila^ rketing 
Research Eeport No, 9t» 1955* K^ r© 4* P* 97. 
%illiam J. J. Siith. M^lk Price Differentials in the Southeast. 
Journal of fam Seo»M.cs. fol. 2fi. Mo. 3i742-»755* 1946# p. 742. 
3 
this study was thmt fluid sailk mricets in th© South are nor® isolated 
than in th© lorth. This gives Southern markets ajich of the character 
of local fflarkets. 
Belatively low iaooo© in the South may also b® a contributing 
factor to the apparent relativelj low coastamiitioa of fresh fluid milk 
and the relatively hi^ h degree of suhstitmtion of less es}>ensi"re earned 
and dried milk for fresh fluid nilk. Per capita iiic<»s (lj233 dollars) 
in the Soutdieast in 1954 was lowest of ar^  major region of the United 
1 States# wide rang® in incon® among households in all cities mkes 
it possible to exafflin®. the effect of iacoaae on fresh fluid ailk constiags-
tion and th© substitution of canned bM dried milk for fresh fluid »ilk. 
A third iEqjortant factor which mj contribute to the apparent low 
level of fresh fluid ailk consuj^ tion and the substitution of canned and 
dried ailk for fresh fltiid ndlk in the South is the re^ latively large 
colored population. In 1950» the S.outhen#- legion had a population which 
was 26.7 percent colored collared idth a population in the other regions 
. 2 
of the nation which was only 6.0 percent colored. 
3. Office of Business Iconoudcs. Surrey of Current Business. 
0« S. Dept. of Com. Sept. 1955* p. l6. 
I^ncludes the states of Alabaaa, Arkansas, Florida, Seorgia, 
Louisiana, Mieeigsippi, Horth Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee, 
Virginia, and West firginia. 
2 J. C# Purcell. Prospective Deaand for Meat and Livestock in the^  
South. 0. S. 0@pt. of Agr. Marketing Hesearch Beport Mo. 99* 1955. 
p. 28. 
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Some areas of th® South are producing -an excess of Grade "A" Milk 
OT@r iluld bottlin® r#qxiireB®nts.^  This aaj b® attributed in part to 
the wlatiirely favorabl® prices received for Grade lailk. Technolog­
ical deftlopsents in grassland-livestock in the South have 
apparently reduced the »latiire cost of producing milk. At the same 
tiwe, alterimtiws withia agrieulture ar© lialt©d» Production of cotton, 
peanuts, and tobacco are restricted by goveiment control. Prices of 
beef cattle (1956) haire fallen »lative to th® high leTtls of 1951» ®ius 
th© production ©f Gimd© ailk is becojaing increasinglj amre attractive • 
Milk and cres® aarketsd bj faiaers in the South have increased more 
rapidly since 1935-39 than in any Major ge^ raphic area in the United 
States. In If54 the voIubb of ailk and creaa Marketed in the South wa® 
6l percent above th« 1935-39 average compared with iticreases of 46 per­
cent for the last, 34 percent for the 'Hdwest, 22 percent for the 
Mountains, and 41 percent for th© Pacific Region, and a decrease of 
one percent for the Plains.^  
a© ffiajor objectiv® of the present stut^  is to estimte the influence 
of fluid milk prices, eonroaer incoiae and mce on the consti^ tion of fwah 
fliiid inillc, and on th® substitution of canned and driad «dlk for fresh 
fluid ittilk. 
mar&y by the Georgia Milk Control Board in April, 1954 indi­
cated a 20 perc«nt «xc@8S of Grade '"A" adlk ov®r bottling rsquireioents at 
existing pric®s» C# Gr* Duncan^  Atlanta, ©eorgia* (Private eeBaaunication.) 
1954. 
2 
' U#,. Agricultural Mariceting Service. Begulations Affecting the 
Movement and Merchandizing of Milk. op» cit., fable 39»• Appeirfiix C» p. 123# 
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THEOHr AND MEASUREMENT OF DMAND 
The theoretical fimiework of the problem of estimting the influence 
of various factors on consumption is the theory of demand. 
Theory of Demand 
The theoiy of d©ina.nd was developed in the science of economics to 
e3iplain the behavior of consumers. More specifically demand theory is 
designed to explain the reaction of consumers to changes in prices, income, 
and price relationships. Some concepts of the theory of demand are rather 
precisely defined. If certain basic assumptions^  are fulfilled, certain 
quantative relationships can be shown. 
1» Variations in the quantity of a commodity purchased 
when its price varies (price elasticity of demand). 
2. Variations in the quantity of a commodity purchased 
when income varies (income elasticity of demand). 
3. Variations in the quantity of a commodity piirchased 
when the price of a competing commodity vaitdes 
(cross-elasticity of demand). 
Price elasticity of demand is defined as a proportional change in the 
consumption of a given commodity with a given change in the price of the 
commodity. If the change in consumption is less than proportional to the 
charige in price, th® demand is inelastic (less than unity in absolute 
terms). If the change in consumption is greater than proportional to the 
1 1. Complete Information, concerning desires. 
2. Maximization of ends. 
3. Knowledge of means by which these ends may be attained. 
C. J. Stigler. The Theory of Price. New fork, The Macmillan Co. 
1947. Chapter 5-
6 
cliange in pric®, the deaand is elastic (greater-tlan imity in absolute 
tersas). Total iiico» to the producers of a eowaodity increases with an 
increase ia smpply' if denaM is inelastic. Ijiowltdge of the price 
elasticity of demand is tttreaely ii^ ortant in price policy and prodtiction 
planning# 
Ineose elasticity of d@mad is defined as a pi^ portional change in 
the consta^ tion or purchases of a. ccwiodity with a girm change in the 
incoffls of the consaner. Incoaie' elasticity can be either positive or 
negative. If eonsiiption decreases with an increas® in incooe, th® in­
come elasticity is negativ®. Goaoodities with th©8« characteristics are 
labeled '•inferior co3®»diti©s#" k relatively cheap cowodity which has a 
more desirable higher priced clos® substitute wty have a negative incoane 
elasticity, fh© inco»9 ©lasticity of -liost coaaoditi®® is positive, but 
th© elasticity varies considerably imong'coa^ jdities. Basic foods and 
other necessities generally have low posltlw income elasticities. That 
is, the increas® in oonsu^ tion is less than pro^ rtional to the increase 
in incoaae. Ijimiy oo!»oditi®s have high iacooe elasticities. 
Gross elastidity of deaand ii defJjtted as a proportional change in the 
consw^ ption of a o<aBraodity with a given ch&i^ e in the price of another 
coaaasdity. Goa»diti@s which have close s^ stitutes 'have high croes 
elasticities of desttd# Bie change in eonsa^ tion is relatively large 
with a change in the price of the snbstitttte. Low cross elasticities of 
deaaM i»41cate the substitute is not highly acceptable. 
7 
Measurement of Demand 
Although some concepts of the theory of deiaand are rather precisely 
stated, measurement of demand presents some rather serious problems and 
1 liinitations, The term "Demand" is not always used in the same sense. 
Demand is defined by most econosdsts as a table or curve showing various 
quantities which will b© purchased at different prices. This is the 
definition of demnd accepted for this study. A change in demand for the 
purposes of this study means a shift in the desiand curve. 
According to Wold and Jureen, demand analysis is a co-ordinate ap­
proach between theoretical and empirical analysis embracing ideas and 
2 
methods taken from econojaics, statistics and probability theory. Demand 
analysis is developed primarily around the Paretoan theory of preference 
fields. This theory assumes that the consumer has a scale of oi^ er pre­
ferences. Both income consumption curves and price consui^ tion curves can 
be derived without employing the concept of measurable utility. 
Probability theory comes into play by making allowance for random 
features in consuiaer behavior. According to Wold and Jur^ en^ — 
The ai^ ument is that owing to the law of lai^ © manbers the 
individual mndomness >;ill under general conditions become 
negligible when forming market totals, with the result that 
E^lmer J. Working. The Deiaand for Meat. The Institute of Meat 
Packing. The University of Chicago. 1954• Chapter 2. 
2 « Herman Mold and Lars Jureen. Demand Analysis. New York, John 
Wiley and Sons, Inc. 1953• Chapter 3« 
%bid., p. 71. 
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the Kiain theorems of the Paretoan approach will hold good in 
th® sense of average laws for the entire laarket. As a con­
sequence, when in the Paretoan theory the basic psychological 
assximptions are stated with reference to an individual consumer, 
• . . the minute rationalism postulated is not essential for 
the theory. It does not require much experience to see that 
approximations of this type are frequent in the applications of 
mathematical analjsis. The argument is legitimate because the 
individual randomness is of secondai^ ' interest, and because 
great advantages are gained as regards mathematical convenience 
as well as in making the appi'oach clear and simple. 
EconoKdc research in general is handicapped by the fact that con­
trolled ejqjeriments are usually not feasible. Most deHsand studies to 
date have made use of two types of data. Time series data are most 
frequently used in estimting price-consmiption relationships. Family 
budget data are most frequently used in estimating income-consumption 
relationships. 
Revie-w of Methods and Results of Milk Demand Studies 
Kilk demand studies have employed fairdly budget data as well as 
national and market time seides data. Some of the studies were confined 
to the demand for milk, and some included several other cournKsdities in 
addition to ndlk. The more comprehensive studies included demand features 
of food aggregates as well as the individual commodities. 
P3d.ce-consumption relationships 
Several studies have used aggregate nmrket data to estimate the 
influence of price changes on the consui^ tion of fluid milk. For the 
raost part these studies have been based on observed aggregate fluid milk 
9 
sales in certain markets for short periods before and after price changes. 
Ross concluded, from a study of price changes in Mew lork City, 
that one-cent changes in the price of fluid milk cause negligible changes 
1 in the quantity purchased. However, there tends to be a limit to which 
prices can be advanced without a shaip decrease in quantity purchased. 
One observation of a 2.0 cents advance in price was followed by a serious 
decline in quantity purchased. Ross further concluded that a retail 
price which advances one cent in the fall and goes doTO one cent in the 
spring protects the Interest of both the producer and consumer. Consumers 
accustomed to occasional changes in the retail price of milk do not 
materially curtail consumption if supply and demand conditions necessi-
tate an advance in price. 
Cassels used aggregate mrket data one month before and after price 
2 changes to estimate sales response to price changes. The Boston, 
Baltimore and Connecticut sarkets were used in Cassels* analysis cover­
ing the tim© period 1922-1931• Cassels found, with a one-cent price 
increase, the maximuin decline in sales was about 4*5 percent, and with a 
one-cent pri.ce decrease the maximuin. increase in sales was about 3*0 
percent. These results indicate an inelastic deinand since the price 
changes of one-cent in this peri.od were approximatelj 6.5 percent. 
Cassels, however, pointed out that the effect of price on consuHiption 
A. Ross. The Demand Side of the lew York Milk Ma,rket. N. I. 
(Cornell) Agr. Exp. Sta. Bui. 459. 192?. p. 54. 
J^ohn M. Cassels. A Study of Fluid Milk Prices. Cambridge, Mass., 
Harvard University Press. 1937• Chapter 9. 
10 
will vary with the length of period for which it is maintained. It was 
axiggested that the long run, intermediate, and short nxn effects of 
changes in price on consuiaption may all differ. The general conclusion 
in Gassels* analysis and reasoning, however, indicated that the price 
elasticity of deiaand for ndlk is not likely to be elastic in the long 
run. However, the deiaand in the long run may be less inelastic than in 
the short run. 
A studj!- was made in Washington, D. G. in 1940 on the influence of a 
low-priced-ffiilk program on household fluid ndlk consua^ jtion. A total of 
192 white and 432 Hegro households were surveyed to obtain data on lailk 
consumption. The preprogram survey was made in May and June, th© program 
became effective in August, and the follow up survey was made in October 
and Movember. Results of the study indicated that Negro households in­
creased milk consumption about II6 percent with a 51 percent decrease in 
prices paidj and white households increased consuinption 47 percent with a 
40 percent decrease in prices paid.^  Estimated price elasticities from 
these data were - 2.3 for Megro households and - 1.2 for white households. 
This study, however, was lindted to low-income fandlies. Results of the 
study were further complicated because part of the eligible families 
participated in the program and others did not participate. 
The Morth Central Daily I'larketing Eesearch Conomittee concluded that 
H^azel K. Stiebeling, Sadye F. Adelson, and Ennis Blake. Low-
Priced-Milk and Consumption of Dair^ ' Products Among Low Income Families, 
Washington, D. C., 1940. U. S. Dept. of Agr. Circular No, 645. 1942. 
pp. 5-7. 
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1 
consumption of fluid milk is affected by retail prices. This committee 
further concluded that because retail prices of siilk are often associated 
with changes in other econondc conditions and seasons of year, it has 
been difficult to isolate and measure the effects of price on inilk con~ 
sumption. 
Bilnegar used aggregate market data to estiaate the price elasticity 
of deaand for fresh fluid lailk in a Connecticut corfsaunity. Brinegar*s 
analysis indicated that a 1.0 cent increase in price in April 1948 yielded 
a price elasticity of - 0.73» a 1.5 cents increase in price in September 
1948 jdelded a - 0.38, a 1.0 cent decrease in price in March 1949 yielded 
2 
a - 0.32. These results were based on aggregate purchases four weeks 
before and after the changes. 
Wold and Jureen used national time series data to estimate the price 
and incoine elasticity of demand for milk and cream in Sweden.-^  Price and 
income changes explained 50 percent of the demand variation in the period 
1926-39* but onlji" 24 percent in the period 1921-39. The limitations of 
this type of data in estiiiating demand elasticities, as indicated by the 
authors, were the relatively small price changes and intercorrelation 
between price and incojae. The results of this analysis for Sweden indi­
cates a price elasticity for milk and cream of approxiimtely - 0.3. 
M^orth Central Dairy ferketing Eesearch Coiamittee. What fekes the 
Market for Dairy Products? North Central Regional Publication Mo. 10. 
Wis. Agr. Exp, Sta. Bui. 477. 194B. p. 19. 
%eorge K. Brinegar. Effect of Changes in Income and Price on Mlk 
Cons^ lIHption. Conn. (Storrs) Agr. Exp. Sta. Bui. 280. 1951* p. 9. 
3llold and Jureen, op. cit., pp. 288-289» 
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Fox used mtional tiiae series data to analyze the demand for dairy 
prodiicts in the United States.^  This study also concluded that analysis 
of demand for dairy products using time series data is very difficult. 
Fox in part attributed the difficulty to the relative stability of pro­
duction. According to this study, 84 to 8? percent of the year-to-year 
variation in retail prices of dairj-- products in the United States was 
associated with year-to-year variations in disposable income. 
Downen used aggregate mrket data before and after price changes in 
estiHiating the effect of price changes on fluid Hiilk consmption in the 
2 Memphis market. The results of the analysis indicated that price changes 
did not significantly affect sales of whole milk in quart containers. 
This study carried the analysis one step further and estiiimted the sales 
response the second and third Bionths after the price change. The con­
clusion was the same as that for the month following the price change. 
Of the 15 price changes studied, 10 of the cases were deemed to be 
rational (sales changed in the opposite direction from price) and five 
cases irrational. 
Income-eonsuKption relationships 
Several studies have used household survey data to estiniate the 
relationship between income and fluid milk consumption. Essentially the 
-4 
K^arl A. Fox. The Analysis of Deraand for Fam Products. U. S. Dept. 
of Agr. Tech. Bui. 1081. 1953* pp« 53-56. 
%i. L. Downen. A Studjr of the !4ilk Market of Memphis, Tennessee. 
Tenn. Agr. Exp. Sta. Biil. 242. 1955* pp« 33-35. 
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method is that of arraying households by size and income groups, and 
estiiaating the change in latlk consianption from low to high income groups. 
In some cases, household size is included as a variable in the consuirp-
tion model. 
Lidce, from a surrey of households in Portland, Maine concluded that 
larger families have lower incomes and these two factors tend to offset 
each other in milk consuB^ tion.^  
Cotton used a sample of constoner households to study the effects of 
income on Eiilk consumption in urban North Carolina. The study concluded 
that higher income families consumed one-third to one-half more fresh 
2 
milk than the state average. 
Brinegar estimated the income elasticity of demnd for fluid milk 
3 (based on two person households) to be 0,42 in the long ran. That is a 
1.0 percent increase in Income was associated with a 0.42 percent in­
crease in fluid milk consumption. 
Baum and Gorbridge, from a surrey of households in Seattle, Washing­
ton, concluded that household Income was not significantly related to 
total iidlk consumption when used in a regression equation with household 
size.^  Household size was significantly related to total milk consumption. 
A. Luke. Consumer Use of Dairy Products in Portland, Maine. Me. 
Agr. Exp. Sta. Bui. 471. 1949. p. 16. 
2 Cotton, op. cit., p. 40. 
-^ Brinegar, op. cit«, p. 12. 
E^. L. Bam and 1. L. Corbridge. An Economic Study of Daii^ '' Products 
Consumption—Seattle, Washington. Wash. Agr. Sxp. Sta. Tech. Bui. 8. 
1953. p. 2. 
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A significant relationship between cream consimption and income was 
found in the Seattle studj'-. Ice cream was found to be most responsive 
to income changes of the dairy products included. 
Wold and Jureen estiimted income consumption relationships from 
fasaily budget data in Sweden.^  The analysis was broken down by class 
fand-liss, and elasticities for both quantity and eaqsenditures estimated. 
''Ordinal^ ' milk showed rather variable income elasticities for workers 
and low grade eniployeeg (in terms of quantity 0.65 in 1913, 0.20 in 1923, 
and 0.03 in 1933)• Income elasticities for adddle class families were 
extremely low. The data for 1923 showed a slightly positive elasticity 
but the data for 1933 showed a slightly negative elasticity. 
Wold and Jureen further concluded "... the incojae level is the 
factor of prijuaty iaportanc© behind differences in the income elasticity 
for food, and that the social factors have only a small or negligible 
2 influence on this elasticity." 
Bartlett concluded, from an analysis of market data for Chicago 
I94O-I952, that income and price were the major factors affecting per 
3 
capita sales of fltiid Hdlk."^  Adjusted income was slightly more important 
than adjusted price. 
%old and Jureen, op. cit.. Table 16'5*2. p. 26$. 
%bid., p. 259. 
R^. M.' Bartlett. Increased Incomes and Low Store Prices: The 
Key to Higher Per Capita Milk Sales in the Chicago Market. 111. Farm 
Economics. Ho. 216:1484-148?. 1953. p. 1436. 
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Fluid Billk substitutes 
SeTer^  studies have included estiiuates of the consumption of 
fluid jHilk substitutes. Estimates of the relationship of fluid consuHfj-
tton to fluid substitutes at various prices of fluid railk and levels of 
income are, however, rather lijaited. 
In a study of the Mew York market, BlanfoM drew sojne conclusions 
on the substitution relationsMp of fresh fluid and evaporated milk. 
This study concluded that per capita purchases of fresh milk were smallest 
and evaporated largest in areas where the widest spread in prices existed.^  
Price differences between fresh and evaporated lailk had only a slight 
effect on per capita purchases of the two products in medim and high 
income areas. 
A study made by Stiebeling and associates on the effects of a lov/-
priced-fflilk prograirt in Washington, D« C. (1940) on the consumption of 
dairj'" pax)ducts revealed that household consuaption of evaporated milk 
decreased whan fluid milk was made available to low income faiidlies at 
2 five cents per quart. 
k study made by the North Central Dairy Marketing Research Goininittee 
concluded that the proportion of families using evaporated milk is highest 
in the lovj income group and decreases as income rises The income 
C^harles J. Blanford. The Deniand for Milk and Cream as Revealed 
by Consumer Purchases at Eetail Stores in Mew lork City. N. 1, (Cornell) 
Agr. Exp. Sta. Bui. 765# 1941. p. 34» 
%ti©beling and others, op. cit., pp. 18~19* 
l^orth Central Dairy Marketing Research Committee, op. cit., p. 2?. 
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elasticity of demand for evaporated milk is considered to be negative. 
The study conducted bj Luke indicated that high income families 
in Portland, Maine used about one-half as much evaporated isilk as low 
income families.^  
Bauci and Corbridge did not find ar^  appreciable differences in the 
level of consumption of evapoarated milk among the various incoiae groups 
2 in Seattle. 
Liadtations in the data of adlk demand studies 
National time series data hav® not been used successfully in estimat-" 
ing the price elasticity of demand for fresh fluid ndlk. Tear-to-year 
changes in the prices of ndlk at the national level have been relatively 
siaall. Most of the changes in aggregate blend prices of milk are 
associated with changes in the general level of prices. lear-to-year 
changes in the aggregate production (supply) of milk have been relatively 
small. Consequently the limited range in the price and quantity variables 
makes this type of data inadequate for estimating price-consus^ tion 
relationships. Changes in the price of fluid lailk at the retail level 
are often associated with changes in per capita income. Thus it is 
difficiilt to separate the effects of changes in per capita income and 
changes in prices paid for fluid milk on consumption when both retail 
prices and per capita income change siraultaneously. 
u^ke, op. cit., p. 13. 
2 Baum and Corbridge, op. cit., p. 11. 
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Affiregat© narket (cities or Mlk sheds) data have been msucceesful 
in estiaating th® prie© elasticitj of dewmd for fLmid rallk* Pric® 
changes hav® been relatively saall—in ao«t cas©s limited to one-cent 
per qmrt changes, lost of th© price changes which have occurmd have 
been agsoeiatsd with changes in geneml ecoaosdc conditions. ThB obser­
vations havt covered only short periods of tia® before and after th® 
changes. Working*® analysis of the d«B»nd for »at indicated that a on© 
percent increase in neat smpplies frcm on© year to th® nesxt will decrease 
price by about 1.3 percent.^  Bat this stttdy further indicated that if 
the higher level of aupplies is aaintained (other econoaic factors 
remaining constant) after ten years prices will rise to only 0.8 per­
cent below the original level. The short rm price elasticity of demand 
for meat is about 0.75 bttt the long run elasticity is about 1.25. 
Method 
Ihe method of the present stu% is an attempt to overcose some of 
th® Major limitations in the data of previous Jsilk dewuad studies. • Cross-
sectional data were e;B5|>loyed in order to obtain a wider range in prices 
of flirf.d fflilk wder fairly uniform econoiaie conditione than was possible 
with tljae series data. Under th® price structure at the ti»e this study 
was initiated, the range in fresh fluid whole Kill# prices in the 
forking, op. cit., p. 13. 
*F}»sh fluid whole uilk will hereafter be referred to siEply as 
**fluid sdlk." Buttersilk., skim ailk, chocolate adlk or drinki and 
reconstituted «ilk, or coafcinations will be so designated. 
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So-utheast was six to eight cents per qimrt. This was a considerably wider 
range in prices under fairly uniform economic conditions than has been 
the case with previous demand studies. Also, the price structure in the 
various markets has been near the present level for several years. Ck)n-
ssquently the results of the study should more nearly represent the long 
run price-consumption relationships. 
The range in fluid milk prices also permitted analysis of the 
relationship of fluid and fluid substitute consumption under various price 
and income situations. Price ratios for these substitutes to fluid milk 
cover approximately the same range as the range in prices of fluid milk. 
Twelve cities (Biarkets) were selected as a source of sample data.^  
These cities were selected so as to obtain as wide a range in fluid milk 
prices as possible in the Southern Region. The cities wer© selected 
also on the basis of two criteria as follows: 
(a) Cities as different as possible in socio-economic character­
istics and geographic location and with approximately the same prices 
for fluid milk. 
(1) 26,5-28 cent markets^  
Savannah, Georgia 
Mew Orleans, Louisiana 
F^unds available for dra\^ ing the sample in the selected cities and 
obtaining schediiles prohibited inclusion of a larger number of sample 
cities. 
1 U, S. Agricultural llarketing Service. Fluid Milk and Cream Report 
for June 1955. U. 3. Dept. of Agr. June 1955 and state sources. These 
prices are, however, subject to change. Especially an increase in the 
prices in the lower price aiarkets may be anticipated in the fall. 
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(2) 25-26 c«nt mricets 
Winston Salea, lorth Carolina 
Atlanta, Georgia 
(3) 24 e@nt mrkets 
Charleston, South Carolina 
Jasksoa, Mississippi 
(4) 22•5-23,5 eeat narkets 
C©l«:^ i&, South Carolina 
Knosrrille, Tenaessee 
(5) 21«22 cent narksts 
ia-shvllle, feim«ssee 
Little lock, Arkansas 
(6) 20-51 cent »ark«ts 
Chattanooga, feBn@sse® 
West Point, Mississippi 
(b) Cities alike as possibl© in ®ooio-eson<aBlc characteristics and 
geographic location and a® different as possibl© idth respect to prtc® of 
fluid sttilk. 
(1) B&r&imah, Georgia (27-2i cents) 
Charleston, South Ca»lina (24 cents) 
(2) Atlanta, £#®orgia (25-26 cents) 
Inoxrille, fennesse® (23 cents) 
MashviHe, f#nn©as«e (21«22 cents) 
Chattanooga, fBtmmsm (21 cents) 
(3) Mew Orleans, Louisiana (26»5 cents) 
Jackson, Mississippi (24 cents) 
Little Hock, Aricansas (21«»22 cents) 
¥®st Point, Mississippi (20 cents) 
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(4) Winston Sftlea, forth -CaTOlina (25 cents) 
•Colwateia, South Carolina (23.5 c^ ts) 
fh© stu^  was desigaed to estimte th® ©ffect of rac® and inccme on 
fluid fflilk eoasTi^ tloii m well as price elasticities and cross ©lastici-
ties. Pr®viOttS studies ia the South hav® dealt with th®s® variables only 
on a city or state basis without regard to racial differences. The 
relativel;^  large Hegro population in th© South is an ia^ iortant considera­
tion in th® aggregat® deaand for fluid aiilk. 
Some practical considerations anst be taken into account in th® 
deTslopment of models and hypotheoes. i©mnd theory eacplains th® 
reaction of consumers to various price, pslce»r@lationship and income 
situations# How®v®r, it is hardly possible to subject a giv®n group of 
consumers to varioue pric® and incoae situations. Inability to use 
e::qp®ilB»ntal control is a serious lioitation in .aost ©conomic r®s®arch. 
Gonsequfently it is nscessaiy to aeasur® as aany variables as feasible in 
order to rtduce the m«^ lained variation. 
A mjor aasuE^ tion of thi® study was a certain degree of hcrasgeneity 
among conswaers—.e«p®cially with regard to desires, preferences, atti­
tudes, and beliefs. Biis assui^ tion has scm® erapirieal bases. Wold and 
Jureen maintain that social factors have only a negligible influence on 
1 the incoBie elasticity of demand for food. i«v@rthele®s, coiwuiaers living 
In different cities aay not reaet th© same to lower or higher milk prices. 
Adjustments can be made for differences in income, household sisse and 
o^ld and Jureen, op. oit., p. 259• 
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aoi^ sltion, but this stiU leaves som® individaal differences imexplained. 
Bi® aaia variablet mder consideration in their influence on adlk 
consiaaption w@r® pilee, price relationships, income, and mm* In ad­
dition, th® naadels were extended t© inelud© household size and cOHf>osition. 
These factors were »asar®d and used to reduce the miesqplained variation 
after price, price relationships, incoa« aad rac® w®^ r® taken into accoiint. 
Selection of the approprtat® aatheaatical or statistical model 
presents a problem in «con«»ic analysis. Essentially thre® apjjroaches 
are ased in tipirioal analysis in the fi®M of demmA* 
Qm is th« single-eiaation least-sqmr®s regartssion approach. 
Several questions should be answered in d®t«raining th© applicability 
of th© singl®-®qmation approach. In the ca®® of fluid lailk, wher® the 
price is fi»d in the short ran in each naiket, quantity is th® dependent 
variable.. The supply should b® aa^ l® frm all sources to fill all con-
suror orders under the price structure. Con®tmer ineo«e is not appre­
ciably affected by the price or eonsunptioa of aUk. Household size 
aad co^ osition are not affected ly th® price of »ilk« Consumption is 
not affected by the de»and for waitifactmring or «|jort. A more coMpre-
hensive discussion of the applicability of the single-equation approach 
as it applies to fam cojwodities ia general is presented by Foac.^  The 
single-efuation approach was de«»d applicable for the analysis of price-
qiiantity, and ineoiae-quantity relationships of fltiid milk with quantity 
as the dependent variable. 
op. cit», pp. 9-14» 
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1 A similar approach is the short-cut graphic method. It is used 
as a supplesient to matheoatically derived least-squares equations. The 
graphic method is a useful tool for suggesting price-quantity, and 
income-quantity relationships * 
A more recent approach in empirical analysis of demand is the 
2 
multiple-equation approach. The Eiultiple-equation approach is the 
simultaneous detemination of inteniependent relationships. Its appli­
cation has so far been liadted and has not been shown clearly superior 
to other methods. West in collabomtion with Working fitted a system of 
equations to data pertaining to the demand for meat. The conclusion of 
this work was that th© coefficients of elasticity of demand for meat 
estijaated by this method did not differ essentially from those estiiriated 
3 by the single-equation models. 
Koopfflans in an article on simultaneous relations wrote^ — 
If supply is known to be infinitely elastic (that is the 
supply side permits only one pricey, which may be associated 
with any supply...), th© corresponding Haxiinuffi likelihood 
estimate of the slope of the demand curve coincides with 
the single-equation least squares estiaate...obtained by 
taking quantity...as the dependent variable. 
G^eoffrey 3. Shepheni. Agricidtuml Price Analysis. 3rd. ed. 
Ames, Iowa, the loxfa State College Press. 1950. Chapter 
2 Trygue Haavelmo. The Statistical Implications of a System of 
Simultaneous Equations. EconometriGa. Vol. 11. Mo. 1: 1-12. 1943. 
-a 
-^ Working, op. cit.. Appendix C. p. 132. 
T^jailing loopnsans. Statistical Estiimtion of Simultaneous Relations. 
Journal of the American Statistical Association. Vol. 40; 448-466. 1945. 
p. 465. 
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These are essentially the conditions of the separate fluid milk markets. 
Considering the limited advantages of a multiple-equation approach, 
the single-equation least-squares iHultiple regression approach was 
selected for this study. This method was supplemented by graphic analysis 
and simple regression analysis of data by cities. In addition to the 
variables of income, price, price relationships and race, railk consump­
tion is influenced by the size and composition of the household. 
The following single-equation multiple regression model was 
developed to estimate the influence of selected factors on household 
consumption of fluid inilk; 
II - Bo ^ ^ ^ hh * ®5^5 %^6 ^ ® 
where 
« Weekly household consumption of fluid milk in quarts 
X3_ = Monthly income available to the household in dollars 
Xg " Price of fluid ndlk in cents per quart 
X3 » Number of children under four years of age 
» HuBiber of children four to 18 years of age 
X5 " Mumber of adults over 18 years of age 
X5 » Hace factor (colored 0, white l) 
Easpressed in terais of elasticities at the means 
E^lasticity »" . partial derivative 3. » - ^  bn quantity p  ^
R. G. D. Allen. Mathematical Analysis for Economists. London, Macirdllan 
and Co., Limited. 1947. p. 255. 
See also 
Oscar Lange. Theoretical Derivation of Elasticities of Denmnd and Supply: 
The Direct Method. Econometrica. ¥ol, 10. No. It 193-215. 1942. 
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x-, 
bx " ©tfcljiat© of imom ©lasticity of demaiid for fresh 
ix fluid ailk 
% 
—S 132 " ®st.i»ate of pric® elasticity of dwtnd for fr®8h 
Ix flttid Milk 
An additio-nal Md®! was developed t© «®tij»t© th© cross elasticity 
of deaaad for flaid »ilk swtetitut©®* Th® indepmdtnt variabl#s (H) are 
the sa«^  m for the Mod®l f©r Haid «ilk but th® dependent variable (Ya) 
is the hous#hold consifflption of fltiid ailk substittites eag^ ressed as fluid 
Bilk ®<|ttivalen.t» 
the following »odel was desigmd to »©asmr© the inflaene® of certain 
factors on household comw^ tion ©f fluid allk s«batitiit®8i 
12 - Bo ^ %Xi • 12% %X3 • B^4 ^ B5X5 • B6X6 ^ ® 
wh®i« 
I2 • Weekly household cona«njti©n ©f freah £Lttid ailk substitutes 
Xx • Sam® ae for the fresh fiaid aod®! 
aspresssd in teas© of elasticities at the »anss 
% 
--A bx " estirot# ©f ineo» elasticity of d«iand for fr@sh 
I2 fluid adlk ambstitutes 
b2 «• estisnate of the eross price elasticity of deaaand for fresh 
I2 fluid aiilk substitutes with a ehaaag© in the price of fluid 
Biilk 
In the proeets of analysis independent variates were deleted or added 
for both th® fluid ffldiJE aM fluid nailk substitutes models, fhes® aodels 
served as the core of the analysis and revisions were aade as deessied 
appropriate# 
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AMAilSIS 
A stmtified rmndom sampling procedure was ®B|3loyed to obtain a 
sg^ le of 120 (ea^ seted) households in each of the 12 selected eities* 
Qu&si-households and institutional population were excludM in th® defi­
nition of the population* Bach saapling unit, a® defined, had an equal 
probability of seleetion in the sai^ l©. laeh city was subdivided into 
20 equal size strata. !fwo sai^ le blocks were selected at random -stflthln 
each stmttm# An ejgseeted nuMjer of three sa^ le households were selected 
at mndoa within each of the sai^ le block®* A detailed description of 
the sai^ lii^  procedure, and city statietics are presented in the Appendix. 
Data were obtained from respondents in 1,47S households located in 
12 cities in the Southeast (fable l). leeords weire used from 1,365 
households for Boet of the analysis* So«@ ipecords were not used because 
of incoH^ lete data—priaarily incoat data. Average price® paid, by 
households interviewed, for fluid ndlk in the 12 cities are presented in 
fable 1. Average prices by cities ranged froa a low of 21*3 cents per 
quart in West Point, Mississippi to a high of 27»7 cents per qmrt in 
Savannah, Georgia.^  Several other average household data, pertinent to 
the analysis, for the 12 cities are presented in fable 1* 
i3e«and for ELuid Milk 
iousehold purchases (or consu^ tion) of fluid ailk by individual 
•^ Actual prices reported paid by individual households ranged from 
16#S cents to Jk0»0 cents per quart* The 40*0 cents ailk was bought in 
sfflaller than quart containers* 
Tabl© 1. AreragB household and per person consu^ tion of fluid milk, 
prices paid for fluid lallk, memg® household and per person 
income, 12 Southeastern cities, 
Mo-reiAer 1955 - January 1956 
City 
White 
Households 
Colored Total 
Average household 
consumption of fluid milk 
Away from 
At hoE» home Total 
Average 
size of 
household 
Average® 
price per 
amrt 
Average 
household 
income per 
month 
(nurtjer)^  (quarts per week) (number) (cents) (dollars) 
Savannah, Ga* 55 60 115 5.235 1.234 6.469 3.834 27.749 224.30 
New Orleans, La. 89 53 142 8.620 1.631 10.251 3.739 27.283 318.75 
Jackson, Miss. 52 57 109 7.303 1.532 8.835 4.091 25.966 272.64 
Winston Salem, M. C. 54 63 117 5.188 I.708 6.896 3.479 25.743 297.15 
Atlanta, Ga. 79 41 120 5.217 1.198 6.415 3.250 25.551 309.25 
Charleston, S. C. 79 64 143 6.573 1.097 7.670 3.511 25.494 347.02 
Knoxville, Tenn. 78 10 88 6.716 1.490 8.206 2.955 24.447 336.25 
Columbia, S. C. 95 50 145 6.834 1.215 8,049 3.862 24.397 344.05 
Little Rock, Aric. 89 20 109 6.550 1.297 7.847 2.807 23.614 333.48 
Nashville, Tenn. 48 33 81 5.494 1.198 6.692 2.877 23.460 240.98 
Chattanooga, Tenn. 58 14 72 8.403 1.661 10.064 3.695 22.935 348.72 
West Point, Miss. 71 53 124 6.798 1.072 7.870 3.621 21.290 244.90 
12 cities 847 518 1,365 6.582 1.347 7.929 3.510 24.962 302.63 
S^i^ le averse price paid hy households for fluid lailk. 
^Income data were obtained from 1,365 out of a total of 1,478 households interviewed. Data 
from these 1,365 households were used in the analysis. 
Table 1. (Continued) 
Average per person 
Households consmiptlon of iluld milk Average® Average per 
Citjr Away from prlee per person income 
White Colored Total At home hoiEBB Total quart mr TOnth 
 ^ week) (cents) ''"(dollars)""" '' 
SavaiBiah, Ga. 55 60 115 1.365 .322 1.687 27.749 58.50 
Mew Orleans, La. 89 53 1142 2.305 .436 2.741 27.283 85.25 
Jackson, Miss. 52 57 109 1.785 .374 2.159 25.966 66.64 
Winston Salem, I. C. 54 63 117 1.491 .491 1.982 25.743 85.41 
Atlanta, C5a. 79 41 120 1.605 .369 1.974 25.551 95.15 
Charleston, S. C. 79 64 143 1.872 .312 2.184 25.494 98.84 
KnoxviHe, Term. 78 10 88 2.273 .504 2.777 24.447 113.79 
Colwmbia, S. C. 95 50 145 1.770 .315 2.085 24.397 89.09 
Little lock. Ark. 89 20 109 2.333 .462 2.795 23.614 118.80 
Sashville, Term, kB 33 81 1.910 .416 2.326 23.460 83.76 
Chattanooga, Term. 5B 14 72 2.274 .450 2.724 22.935 94.38 
West Point, Miss. 71 53 124 1.877 .296 2.173 21.290 67.63 
12 cities 847 518 1,365 1.875 .384 2.259 24.962 86.22 
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households in the 12 cities ranged from zero to 35 quarts per week. 
Average weekly household purchases of fluid milk from the sample was 
6.55 quarts. Colored households purchased less fluid milk on the 
average, but the range was about the same as for white households. Ex­
treme variability in household purchases of flxiid milk was evident. 
Also, the distribution of households by quantities of fluid Hiilk pur­
chased did not folloi^ ? a norsaal distribution. Almost 15 percent of the 
households interviewed reported zero purchases. Only 18 percent of the 
households reported purchases of six or seven (the average minus and 
plus 0.5 quart) quarts per week. Almost eight percent of the households 
reported purchases of more than 20 quarts per week. 
Multiple regression analysis 
Least-squares miiltiple regression techniques were used to obtain 
estimates of the coefficients in the models from the data obtained from 
the households interviewed in the 12 cities.^  Results of the analysis 
yielded the following eqtmtion for the influence of income, average price 
paid for fluid milk, household size and composition, and race on the 
household consumption of fluid milkj 
(1) Ii » .0897 + .53% - .0692X21 + 1.448X3 + 1.425X4 + 1.028X5 + 
3.720x6 
T^he Abbreviated Doolittle Method was used in solving the equations 
as outlined by B. L. Anderson and T. A. Bancroft. Statistical Theory in 
Research. 1st ed. Mew York, McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc. 1952. Chapter 
15. 
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wfetere 
M ¥®@kly household oonsiaiption of fluid adlk at hoM in 
quarts 
® Monthly ine®» available to th® household in hundreds of 
dollars* 
X21 " Weighted average price paid by households for fluid millc 
in eenta per quart 
X3 « »ii^ r of children under four years of ag© 
X^  • Ite^ er of children four to, 18 ysars of ag© 
X5 • Number of adults over 18 years of ag« 
X6 • Kae® (colored 0, iJiite 1) 
Statistical values related to equation (l) are presented in fable 2» 
The -regMssion coefficients prtsented in this tabl® are the estlmted 
relationships b#tw®«n household conau^ tion of fluid aiilk and th« various 
independent variates of eqtiation (l). 
The valu® of b^  i® th® estioat©d influence of household income on 
consumption of fl.xsid ailk in urban areas of the Southeast. From this 
analysis, th® n®t effect of on® hundred dollars per 3»nth increase in 
household incoia© was an increase in fluid ailk eonsua^ Jtion of 0.588 
quarts per week. The relatienehip between household income and fluid 
ffiilk consun|Jtion was significant at the one percent level. Eatpreseed 
I^ncoffle as used in this report refers to "talce-hoae** pay which is 
gross pay oinue iacowe and social security tiCMS, retireaent and hospital­
ization. In the case of self-ei^ loyed, it is the ta»ble Ijncoae adnus 
federal^ dncoiae taxes. 
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in tes»s of elasticity at the means, the derived estimate of th# incom© 
elasticity of denand for fluid milk -was 0*270«* 
Table 2. Statistical values related to ©quation (1), 
Y]^  * a •* b2X2x "*• 3^^ 3 4^^ 4 * 
 ^^ 6 
Segression Coiqputed Standard n-^ n Ninety-five percent 
coefficient value error value confidence interval 
1^ .5804 .0787 7.4?2»» .4340 *71(26 
2^ - .0692 .0627 1,105 - .1921 .0535 
hq 1.44S2 .1903 7.608^  1.0751 1.8212 
% 1.4253 .1066 13*37^  1.2164 1.6341 
b5 1.0275 .1718 5.98C^  .6907 1.3643 
b6 3.7197 .3201 11.621» 3.0923 4.3470 
Coefficient of deterfidnation) ** .324 
H^^ Signifioant at the one percent level 
Regression coefficient b2 is the estlmted influence of prices on 
consumption of fluid ndlk* Prices were acttaal prices reported paid by 
the households interviewed Th® net ©ffect of a one-cent Increase in 
the price paid for fluid nilk was a decrease in consumption of 0.069 
cparts per week. Th® relationship between prices paid for fluid milk and 
" (3.02).5a8 » .270 (6317 
«*Ecpation (l) was also solved with the X21 variate replaced by the 
prevailing price of fluid ailk delivered in glass (X22)* the value of b2 
was reduced from - 0.069 to - 0.012 (in absolute terns). Apparently 
consumers are influenced by lower prices in storas and lower prices per 
quart for nsilk in mltiple-quart container. 
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fluid »llk consMfjilon *as not sipdfleant at the five percent level# 
l^ r®ss®4 .in teras of elasticity at the means, th® estioated pric® 
elasticity of d«8i«l for fluid milk was - 0.262*'* 
Eegression coefficients hjt b4, and are estimtes of the in-
fltience of housefeoM size and ooi^ sition on fluid Mlk consuHgjtion. The 
effeet of m incr@as® of one ehild imder four yeaw of ag@ on household 
consuufition of fluid silk was an incre&s® of 1.45 quarts per week, 
effect of an inet^ as© of one ehild four to IS y«airs of «g@ was an incr®fts® 
of 1»43 quarts per week# effect of .an ittc.rease of on® adult was an 
increase of 1.03 qaarte per week in household consunption of fluid fflilk. 
ttie relationiship between household size and consua^ tion of fluid silk for 
all three age groups was significant at th© one percent lerel. 
Eegresiion coefficient is the estimted iUafluenee of race*'^  on 
household coneui^ tion of fluid »ilk. The effect of a Aite household on 
consuj^ tion of fluid Mlk was an increase of 3»72 quarts per week con^ jared 
with a colored household. Oifferencee in consuji^ tion of fluid laiUk 
between white and colored households were significant at the one percent 
level. An analysis of variance of reclactioti in th® aum of squares in 
**Hou8®holde were claesified as either isftiite or colo»d. Practically 
all of the colored households were ''Negro" and these teras are used inter>-
changeably. 
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eqmatien (l) indlGated that the added reduction in th© sw of scpare® 
attrib^ ited to race was significant at th® on« percent level (Table 3)» 
Tabl® 3* Analysis of results of regression, 
©qaation (l) li " a. * b^ Xj^  b2X2i 
Source of 
, va,riRtion 
Degrees of 
freedoia 
Sua of 
souares 
Mean 
jsowai^  
Hqgression 
(5 variates) 5 12,?g6.91 2,557.30»* 
Added reduction 
du® to X^ Crae®) 1 3,346.24 3,346.24«» 
Error 1,358 33,640.95 24.77 
«»Slgnifici»t at th@ on® percent level 
Equation 
(2) li « 4.605 + .996XX - .165X21 • 1.156X3 • 1.226X4 • .687X5 
is th© SE«« as ec|ttation (1) with th« rac® variate (X^ ) deleted. Statisti­
cal valm«s related to equation (2) are presented in Table 4* 
The estimated effect of one hsmdred dollars per aonth ine3»as0 in 
household ineoa® was an incr®ase in ^ aid ailk consui^ tion of 0.996 tpiarts 
per w®@k eoi^ ar®d with 0»58S in equation (1).' Stressed in terms of 
elasticities at the »eans» th® derived ©stiisat® of inc«® elasticity of 
deaiand for fluid ailk was 0.458*'*' This was a considerable increase in 
A bi - • -ws 
XI 6.58 
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the ©stlsated income elasticity of demnd for fluid adlk over that 
estimated from equation (1). 
Table 4# Statistical valmes «lat@d to ®qua,tion (2), 
% - a • bl^ i • b2x2i * b3x3 ^  b4x4 • b5x5 
Eegressim Coaputed Standard "t" Minety-five percent 
eeefficient ralm error value eonfidenee interral 
bi .9961 .0739 13.4s1*» .3513 .1409 
b2 - .1652 .0651 2.537^  ^ - .2928 - .0376 
b3 1.1565 .197® 5.84s» .76s9 1.5441 
b4 1.2256 .1102 11.11s»« 1.0095 1.4416 
bj .6666 .1775 3.i6f«« *33BB 1.0345 
B?( Coefficient of d®t©mli»tion) • .257 
-»Sig«ificant at the on© percent l@v®l 
S^igaifieaat at the five percent level 
From eqoation (2) th« offset of a on«-c©nt increase in the price paid 
for fltiid ailk was a dee3?@ase in conswi^ tion of 0.165 foarts p@r week, 
the relationship betwen prices paid for fl:uid ailk and howisehold eon-
suHption v&B significant at the five percent l«v®l. Stressed in terns 
of elasticity at the means, th® ©stiaated pilce elasticity of deaand for 
flttid adlk waa - 0.626-.* ISiis •was considerably higher than the elasticity 
estimtod fr« ©qmtion (1). 
^ "2 - (2^.^)(- .165) . . .626 
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Estimates of the inflttenc© of household sia® and ©0ni)osition on fluid 
fflilk Gonsu^ tion in equation (2) were reduced slightly ecaapared with 
equation (1). 
The reduction in the subs of squares attributed to regression 3jft 
equation (1) indicated that only 32 " 0#324) percsnt of the rariation 
111 household purehases of fluid wilk was attributed to th© linear relation­
ship with six ind@pend®nt variates. 
The miltiple regression model for household eonsuBistion of fluid milk 
was revised as follows5 
ii - bidog xi) • baxai - b3x3 - b4x4 • b5i5 • • b7x7 
« b8% « e 
where 
Yl m Household consuHistion of fluid Milk in quarts per week 
% m Household income in dollars per month 
a^i m Weighted average price paid for fluid niilk in cent® per quart 
X3 m Im&er of childwn under 4 years of age 
X4 8ft Mimtoer of children 4 to 1@ years of age 
X5 W. Iiffli)er of adults over IS years of age 
X6 m Household consui^ tion of skim lailk, buttermilk and chocolate 
Hiilk or drink oojAined in quarts per w©ek 
Ij • Consmption of fluid milk away frcaa htxm by meaibera of the 
household in quarts per week 
Xg " Mace (colored 0, x-ihite 1) 
This iBodel was developed in an atte:^ t to redue© the imexplained variation 
in household fluid silk consus^ tion over that obtained in equations (1) and 
(2).  
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Inco»© was converted to logarithms on the basis of the theory that 
food consi^ tion increases at a decreasing rat® with an increase in in­
come. Consta^ jtion of ndlk awa^  from hoB», especially through the school 
oilk program, possibly had soae inatteno® on household pwchases of fluid 
ndlk. Bottled skim ailk, butteiwilk, and choeolate nilk or drink ar® 
potential substitutes for fluid silk* Buttersrilk and skim »llk awi 
relatively l@ss e^ en^ iv® than fluid nilk.* Buttemilk and skim ailk 
may be purchased because of prefer@nc« or dietaiy reasons without regard 
to prica relationships. Bottled buttermilk, ski« ailk, and chocolat® 
juilk or drink were coaiaiaed aM added as th© variate in ©quation (3)» 
ConstB^ tion of fluid milk away from hooe was aided as the If variate. 
The race variate was aoved to the ond of the equation and d®signat®d as 
Xg in order to «stijiat® the added effect of race. 
Results of the analyBis yielded the following equation for the 
influenee of the independent variates of th® revissd model on household 
fluid lailk purchases? 
(3) % - . 6,3i8 • 3.739Clog X^) - .OSfaai * UQ37Zi^ * .90% 
- .03043% • .433x7 • 3»6iaxg 
Statistical values related to equation (3) are presented in fabl® 5. The 
regression coefficients presented in this table are estiaat®d relation* 
ships betw0®n hous®hold consu^ tion of CLuid milk and the independent 
variat@s (as defined in th® revised niodel) of equation (3)* 
•^In most cities buttemilk and skia ailk are priced lower but in 
line with fluid milk. That is, cities which had relatively high fltiid 
Bilk prices also had relatively high prices for bottled skim fflilk and 
buttemilk. 
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Table 5* Statistical values related to equation (3)» 
II • a bidog %) • b2^ 21 * ^ 3X3 * b|^ 4 + 
b^ x^  * •*• bjl-j * bgxg 
Begression Coi^ ttd Standard »*t'* Minety-five percent 
coQffici®nt TOloe . error value confidenoe interval 
3.73^ 6 .5162 7*2k2^  2.7268 4.7504 
• .0094 .0621 1.441 • .2110 .0323 
1.4633 .1S93 7.731«* 1.0924 1.8343 
1.0368 .1247 g.314»» .7924 1.2813 
.9056 .1720 5 Mm *56B5 I.2427 
- .0304 *06S1 .446 - .1630 .1031 
.4328 .0817 5.29i» .2727 . 5930 
3.6406 .3250 11.209^  3*0036 4.2776 
{^Goeffiei®nt of detemlnation) » .342 
•^ Significant at the one percent lev®l 
legrtssion coefficient bi is the estS*t®d inO-uence of th© logailtha 
of household inco» on consifflptioa of fl.ttid milk. Fro» this analysis the 
net effect of one unit increase in th® logarithm of income (ineom®. 
measured in dollars per aonth) was an iner«ase in coneujfjtion of fluid 
ailk of 3.74 quarts p®r week.^  The @ff®ct of th® logarithm of inccaae on 
consus^ tion of fluid ailk was significant at the on© percent level. 
Segr®ssion coefficient ba is th« «stiMat@d influenc© of price on 
consumption of fluid »ilk. Th© effect of a on@-c©nt increase in pric® 
paid for fluid nilk was a decrease la consuB|)tion of 0.089 quarta per 
week, fh® effect of pric® on coasi^ tion of fluid milk was not significant 
-^Average elasticities betw©®n various lev®ls of incoae were cal­
culated and ar® presented in Table 10. 
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at the five percent level. Ixpressed in terms of elasticities at th® 
rasan®, the estimted price elasticity of dasand for fluid isilk was 
- 0*339•* IMs was slightly higher (in absolmte terns) than the elas­
ticity estlmted frcfflt equation (l). 
Eegression ceefflcients b3, b4, and b5 ar® estiaates of the influence 
of household size and c^ osition on consua^ stioa of fluid ailk. ®ie 
estiaated effect of a child under four yeai^  of age (X3) on household 
consuB5>tion of fluid »ilk was almost the ®aa® as that estlsraated from 
equation (1)» The regression coefficients which estimted the effect of 
childMn four to IS yeare of age and adults (bj) on household con-
suafstlon of fluid ailk i^ ere reduced slightly from th® coefficients obtained 
in equation (1). Children four to 18 years of age apparently consuae more 
milk away from home than do ^ adults or children under foui^ -prinmrily be­
cause of the school ailk progim.** 
Eegression coefficient b6 is the estiaated influence of household 
consui^ tion of skim milk, butteradlk and chocolate drink on consaa^ tion 
of fltiid aiilk. fhe effect of consumption of one quart of axw conbination 
of buttea®ilk, skim M.lk or chocolate dilnk was a reduction of 0.0304 
 ^b2 - .0s94) « - .339 
% 
•»»Bata were obtained on estimated ailk consiw^ tion by individual 
Be«b@rs of th® households both at hoa» and away frm. home. It is 
assuHJed that wilk consunad away f h<»8 by children of school ag® was 
consumed at school. 
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quarts in cQnsu:^ tion of fluid milk. fh@ coefficient was saall and 
nonsignificant. Apparently fluid idlk con8'aH|>tion is not influsnced 
to any appreciable ©stent by the consumption ©f bottled skim »ilk, 
bttttermilk and chocolate drlnk» 
Regression coefficient by is the estiaated iafiuenc® of conswi^ -' 
tion of aiXk away from boae, by aeobers of the household, on hotisehold 
consMnption of fluid ftilk#. the r©lation®hip between the consuraption of 
flttid fflilk away fwa h<»© and at heoe was positive and highly significant* 
An .inereaa© in constt^ tion of on« tmrt of ailk away from h<» was 
associated with an increas® in hottsehold eonstmption of 0.433 quarts. 
fhe ®8ti«ted effect of race on hows-ehold eoastuiijtion of fltiid ailk 
was appi^ SKimtely th@ ®aa® as that obtained from ©qmtion (1). The 
effect of a white hoasthold on Hiiid ailk eonsti^ tlon was m increase 
of 3*64 quarts per week soared with a colortd household* An analysis 
of variance of reduction in ©uiiB' of squares in^  equation (3) revealed that 
the added reduction in sims of afuares attributed to race was significant 
at the one percent l®v®l (fabl« 6). 
The data were also analyssed for the white a«d colored races separate­
ly because of the ap^ z«nt iraportanc® of the race variat® in the preceed-
ir^  analysis. Average household data, pertinent to the analysis for the 
white and colored races are presented in Table 7. Avemg© weekly con-
suBiJtion of fluid adlk for white households was almost twice that of 
colored households* Although th® average nusbtr of persons was slightly 
larger, average household income of colored households was only slightly 
mor® than one-half that of white households. 
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fahl& 4# Aaalysist &t mgmmim e^ tim (3) 
% » a • bideg xi) • * 
Ssttre# 0# Wvgmma of 
..fr«#iaa 
M»sua 
C7 mrfAtes) 7 
dat it Mimm) 1 3,,©m.27 3,03i#a7» 
Errer a.,J56 3a,75i.^ 
•»Sigiiific«it at the #tt« p«r®«st Itwl 
f«Lbl« 7# Am.mge hmwdi^ M sia« consu^ ti«« of flaM ailk, 
itM pAm» f^Bi* fluid siilk %' Atte 
•hi »l&»i ii'i(»s^ ms|i 12 sot!the«t«» 
Mmmrnr lf55 • immry 19§6 
ihtto e©x®r»i 
temgtliema .. tie»s®ftoi< 
of hfw®tol& §47 51i 
ATOmf® sis® ©f 
T©tiil m^ rnf p&mmm 3.247 3.93i 
•i^ HllAfc J>i Atfie ftiH It fil tklh ai& 4^  «fe^ 
.276 •^§ 
aatotr chlldr®m imr to It .773 l.l$3 
Ifce^ r adults 2 am 2.230 
Coawi^blon of fltiM ailk* 
foiitl C^ ria p$r wmA) 9.238 5.7M 
At fettB® C«P»rt» p«r w®0k). 8.020 4.230 
Amy irm h&m C^ ri# f«r *««k5 1.21t 1.55i 
laeoiw {dollar fwr »onih) 3^ ?.4S If59 
AwjE^ # pile# pd4 f©r jntrnM Mlk 
(mmU p»r fwtrt) 24#73 • 25»34 
®£iceXmi«® feottl®^  sMjr ailik, feittswilk, mii eli©c©3ji.t« drlrtfe 
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s^ttlts ef the analysis of data from B47 whit®* households yielded 
th@ following eqmtionj 
(J^ ) Txw » - 1.647 • 3.950Clog Xi) - .1991^ 1 • 2.773X3 • 2.173X4 
.954x5 - .06% • .27sx7 
wher® 
%w " Weekly hottsehold conittaption of flttid ailk at ho»® in tjuarts 
Xi " l&ntfely ineoa® available to the household in. dollars 
X21 Weighted average pric® paid by houteholds for fluid loilk in 
cents p®r quart 
I.J " iujAer of ehildr®n under four years of age 
X4 "• Itfflber of children four to 18 years ©f age 
X5 « Mu^ er of adulta over 1# years of age 
X6 * Household cowsw^ tion of skim adlk, buttermilk and, ohocolate 
Mlk or dsrtrfc eonbined ia qmrts per week 
X<7 « Gonsuffl|3tion of fluid silk away fr<» hQ» by aentoers of the 
household in quarts per week 
Statistical values related to equation C4a) are presented in Table B, 
Iquatioa 
(4b) Iig • - 8.919 * 3.055Clog Xx) • .132X21 • .702X3 .274X4 
+ .74^ 5 * .03% • .433x7 
resulted froa an analysis of data obtained fnm 518 colored households. 
The independent variates are the ©aae as in equation (4a). Statistical 
values related to @<|ttation (4b) are presented in Table 9» 
*le|uations which pertain to white or colored households separately 
are indicated by a or "c" subscript on I. 
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Tabl® 8. Statistical values related to equation (4®,)®" 
" a • b^ Clog Xx) + ^ 2X21 * * b^ X^  + 
bjxj • • byx^  
Eegression 
coefficient 
Confuted Standard npt Ninety-five percent 
value error value confidence interval 
3.9501 .65S1 6.002#* 2.6602 5.2400 
- .19S9 .0825 2.412* - .3606 - .0372 
2.7730 .2773 10.001» 2.2295 3.3165 
2.1367 .isao 11.367«^ 1.7682 2.5052 
.9539 .22S2 4.1S0» .5066 1.4012 
- .0661 .0837 .789 .2302 .o9ao 
,2777 .1137 2.443* .0548 .5006 
bi 
b2 
b3 
\ 
H 
hj 
I^ (Co©fficient of deterssination) • •387 
•^The subscript on Ix indicates white households. 
•»*significant at th© one percent level 
S^ignificant at th© five percent level 
A separat® analysis by races indieatsd that a one unit increase in 
th© logarithm of incoae (incom© in dollars per i»nth) resulted in an 
increase in consmption of fluid lailk of 3.95 quarts per week for white 
households and 3*05 quarts per week for colored households.^  The effect 
of incoite on consiimption of fluid milk was signifiGattt at the one percent 
level for both white and colored households. 
•^ Average elasticities between various levels of income wre 
calculated and are presented in Table 10. 
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labl® 9" Statistical values related to equation (4b)^ 
i^c * ® %) * ^2%1 "*• 3^% * 
bjxj hjXj 
Begression Goj^ ted Standard **t« iinety-five percent 
coefficient valtte error value^  eonfid®no® Internal 
hi 3#0549 .7338 4.l63«» 1.616? 4.4931 
h2 .131S .0823 1.601 - .0295 .2931 
b3 ,7G2G .2291 3»065«» .2530 1.1510 
bi .2742 .1474 l.i6o - .0147 .5631 
bS .7472 .2282 3.274«* .2999 1.1945 
b| .0352 .1023 .344 - .1653 .2357 
by .432? .1053 4.108» .2263 .6391 
I^ (eo@ffiei©nt of detersniaation) « .222 
•^©1® »*c** smbsoript on lndieat®i colored households. 
"•^ Significant at the one percent l@v@l 
Th® ®stiaat®d #ff«.et ©f pile# (regi^ ssion coefficient b2) on con­
sumption of fluid ailk was negatif® and significant for white households 
but positive and nonsignificant for colored households. The effect of a 
one-cent Increase in price paid for fluid ailk was a decrease in consui^  
tion of 0.199 <parts per week in the case of white households and an 
increase of 0.132 quarts per week in the ease of colored households. 
Siqjressed in terras of elasticities at the aeans, the estiaated price 
elasticity of dewnd for fluid Hdlk for iidiite households was - 0.614* 
ISP 
bj - (2k.73)(- .199) - - .611, 
fl„ 8-02 
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and • 0.?91* for eolored households. However, the level of Gonsusef>tion 
for colored households was only slightly iwre than one-half that of white 
households. AK>»3r«itly ©olowd households did not respond to lower 
prices by increaiinf purehases within the range of prices in this study. 
Colored homsebolds were concentwited laifely in the cities which had 
relatively hi# prevailing priees for fluid sdlk (fable 1). 
The esti»ted effect of ehildren in both age groups under four 
and four to IS (regression coefficients bj and bj^ ) on household consunp-
tion of fluid idLlk was s.ignificantly grater for white households than 
for colored houeeholds. Itoe estljaated effeet of a child under four years 
of age on household coasffl^ ticm of fluid Milk was an Increase of 2.77 
quarts per week for white households and only 0.70 quarts for colored 
households, the effect of one child four to 10 was an increase of 2.14 
cluarts per week for white households and only 0.27 quarts for colored 
households. On the other hand, the effect of an adult on household con-
suB!|)tion of fluid adlk was only slightly greater in the case of white 
households (0.95 quarts per week) than in the case ©f colored households 
(0.75 quarts per week). Ihe relationships between the three measures of 
household size and consia^ tion of .fluid aiilk for both imces wa» significant 
at the one percent level except in the case of children 4 to 18 years of 
age for colored households which was not significant. 
 ^^2 - (2g.g4)(.^ g2) • .791 
tic 4..23 
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Goiabined household oonstUHption of skim jRiilk, buttemilk and chocolate 
drink (regression coefficient was not significantly I'elated to house­
hold consumption of fluid ndlk for either white or colored households. 
Consun|3tion of fluid milk away from home (regression coefficient 
by) was positively associated with household consumption of fluid ailk 
for both white and colored households. The relationship was significant 
at the one percent level for colored households and at the five percent 
level for white households* 
Converting inccrae to logarithas and adding two variates increased 
th® value in equation (3) slightly over that obtained in equation (l). 
The 1? value for white households (0»387) -mm larger than the value 
for colored households (0«225) in equations (4a) and (4b), respectively. 
Analysi© of Income and consxMptlon of fluid milk 
Estimates of household consumption of fluid milk per week at 50 
dollar income intervals between 50 and 750 dollars per month are pre­
sented in Table 10. This table also shows average income elasticities 
of demand for fluid milk between sucoessiv© 50 dollar income intervals. 
The relationship between household consuaption of fltiid milk and income 
up to 750 dollsM per month is shown graphically in Figure 1 for all 
households, and white and colored households separately. 
Equation (3), including race as an independent variate, aM equa­
tions (4a) and (4b), white and colored households respectively, were 
used to show the relationship between household consiaaqjtion of fluid 
Table 10. Estimated household consuHgjtion of fl\iid milk and approxinate incoiae elasticity at 
various levels of inecine with variables other than income held constant at their i^ ans 
by white and colored households, 12 Southeastern cities, loveiriser 1955-^ anmiT 1956 
Istimted consui^ tion of Approximate inooa@ elasticitj 
Household income fluid fflilk per week of denand®' 
per Month White Colored All White Colored 
households^ households^ households® households households® households" 
(dollars) (quarts^  
50 4.912 2.691 4.042 
100 6.101 3.611 5.167 .242 .342 .278 
150 6.797 4.149 5.826 .228 .298 .255 
200 7.290 4.530 6.293 .218 .276 .241 
250 7.673 4.826 6.655 .210 .261 .230 
300 7.986 5.060 6.951 .204 .251 .222 
350 8.250 5.273 7.201 .199 .242 .216 
400 8.479 5.450 7*418 .194 .235 .211 
450 8.6^ 2 5#6O6 7.609 .191 .229 .206 
500 8.862 5.746 7.780 .187 .224 .202 
550 9.026 5.a73 7.935 .184 .220 .199 
600 9.175 5.98a 8.076 .182 .216 .196 
650 9.312 6.094 8.206 .180 .213 .193 
700 9.440 6.193 8.327 .178 .210 .191 
750 9.558 6.284 8.439 .176 .207 .188 
^Average elasticity between 50 dollar incon® intervals 
s^timted from equation (4a) with all independent variates other than income held constant 
at their means. 
"^ Istimted from equation (4b) with all independent vailates other than income held constant 
at their means. 
Estimated from equation (3) with all independent variates other than income held constant 
at their means. 
Consugptioii in quarts per week 
9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
From equation (4a) white households 
From equation (3) all households 
From equation (4b) colored households 
3 
2 
1 
0 
Income in dollars per month 
Figure 1. Relationship between household income per month and estimated fltiid milk 
eons\in5)tion per week, 12 Southeastern cities, November 1955 - Jantiary 1956 
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lailk and income. In each case all other variates w®re held constant 
at their means#* 
Istiaated con®Mmption of fluid ndlk, at all level® of incone was 
greater for white than colored households* However, the indicated incosw 
elasticities of demand for fluid milk wer© slightly larger for colored 
households at all levels of incoa®. In all cases, however, the effect of 
income on constJBistion of fluid milk diainlshed at higher levels of in­
come. From this analysis, household consmption of fluid ndlk increased 
appreciably with increased income up to about 500 dollars per month for 
an otherwise average household. Calculated from the multiple regression 
equation (3), average income elasticities of demand for fluid milk ranged 
from 0.28 at the lower level of incoM to 0.19 at the level of incoa® 
approaching 750 dollars per month. IstiHiated income elasticities 
ranged from 0.24 to O.lS for white households and from 0.34 to 0.21 for 
colored households between rawgea of income of 50 to 750 dollars per 
month. 
Analysis of prices and consumption of fluid ndlk 
The relationship between average prices paid for fluid milk, and 
"^ Price of fluid ndlk 24.96 cents per quart? 0.371 children under 
4 years of agej 0.929 children 4 to 18 yeaw of agej 2.210 adults; 
0.621 whit®, 0.379 colored} 1.347 quarts of fluid milk consumed away 
from home per week; 1.31S quarts of akim oilk, buttermilk, and chocolate 
milk didnk constmed per week for all households. These means varied 
slightlj for the white and colored households separately. 
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adjusted* average household coasmption for the 12 cities is presented 
graphically in Figur® 2» data ar© presented in Table 11. Average 
priee elasticity of the deiaand for fluid milk, based on the relationship 
between average prices paid for fluid jsilk and adjusted household consunqj-
_ B 
tion for the 12 cities, was estiinated from the model: " A ^ Ij^  or in 
logarithms 
log - log A B(log X21^ ) 
where 
• Adjusted average household consumption of fluid milk in each 
of the 12 cities in quarts per week 
2^1j_ " Weighted average price per quart paid for fluid iidlk in each 
of the 12 cities 
Values of a and b computed from the data for the 12 cities weres 
(5a) log ?i^  " 1.278(log form) - .332(log Xai^ ) 
Equation (5a) indicated an average psrice elasticity of deaand for 
fluid milk in the urban Southeast of - 0.332. Based on 12 observations, 
the value of b was not significant at the five percent level# 
falues of a and b computed frc» the data with Mew Orleans excluded 
were? 
(5b) log fx^  « 1.953(log form) ~ ,822(log ^ 21^ ) 
•s^ Adjusted for deviations of the means of individual cities from the 
over-all means for the independent variates of equation (3) excluding X21 
/"Adjusted ?i^  « Ii. - bi(l^ i^  - STxi) - b3(f3^  - %) - b4(X4. - X4) 
- b5(X5^  « X5) - b6(f6^  - f^ ) - b7(X7^  - X7) - bgdg. - Xg); b^ , b4, 
b^ f hij, and bg from eqtmtion (3) J i « 1 to 12 citiejt/* 
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Price in 
cents per quart 
27 
26 
25 
24 
23 
22 
\ Savannah 
\ • New Orleans 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\winston~ \ 
* \Salem 
* Atlanta \ 
• Jackson 
Charleston 
• Knoxville 
• Columbia 
Y = 34.40 - 1.52X 
(Excluding New Orleans) 
#Little Rock 
« Nashville 
\ 
Chattanooga 
A. x 
• West Point 
x 
6 7 8 
Consumption in quarts per week 
Figure 2. Relationship between prices paid for fluid 
milk and adjusted household consumption, 12 
Southeastern cities, November 1955 -
January 1956 
Table 11 • Average price paid for fliiid lailk, and sctwal and adjusted avemge 
household constsHption of Hiiid M.lk, 12 Southeastern cities, 
Movendser 1955 • JaHuary 1956 
City 
Avemge price 
paid per qmrt 
for fluid sdlk 
iTerage household 
consTOption of 
fluid rf.lk 
Adjusted average 
household consuiotlon 
of fluid sdl^  
(cents) (qmrts per week) 
SaTaimah, Ga. 27.749 5.235 5.870 
Seiir Orleans, La. 27.283 8.620 8.047 
Jackson, Miss. 25.966 7.303 7.222 
Wii^ ton Salea, !• C. 25.743 5.188 5.644 
Atlanta, 6a« 25.551 5.217 5.432 
Charleston, S. C. 25.494 6.573 6.819 
Knox^ dlle, fenn. 24.447 6.716 6.117 
ColtJistoia, S. C. 24.397 6.834 6.079 
Little lock, Ark. 23.614 6.550 6.471 
Ifashvllle, Tem. 23.460 5.494 6.63s 
Chattanooga, Tenn. 22.935 8.403 7.127 
West Point, Miss. 21.290 6.79s 7.361 
A^djusted fl^  - - biClog - log Xi) - b3(X3. - X3) - b4(i4^  - - b5(i5^  - 15) 
- HiHi - %) - ^ 7(^ 7^  - X7) - bsCXgi - H)'* fel» ^ 3» H»  ^ equation (3)j 
i *» 1 to 12 cities 
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The regression coefficient from, equation (5b) indicated an average price 
elasticity of deraand for fluid milk in th® urban Southeast of - 0.822, 
excludii^  Mew Orleans. 
Further ©xaroination of Figure 2 revealed that seven of the 12 cities 
in the study fell closely along a downward sloping line which logically 
represented a demand curve. These $even cities are all inland, typically 
industrial cities of the Southeast. Itoree of the five cities excluded 
from equation (5c) are seaport cities, lew Orleans especially is a large 
inteimtional seaport. Mew Orleans is also considerably larger than any 
other city included in the study, and a considembly larger proportion of 
the population of this city is of French origin than of any other city in 
the study. Savannah and Charleston are siadlar type cities on the Atlan­
tic Coast. West Point, Mississippi is considerably smaller than any 
other city in the studyJackson, Mississippi had unstable milk prices 
during the time of the survey.^  
Values of the coefficients in equation (5c) with only seven cities^ w-
included mret 
(5c) log - 3,721(log form) - 2.n4(log fai^ ) 
survey made by the Jjaerican Dairy Association (April-Septeiaber 
1954) indicated that per capita consumption of fluid adlk in cities over 
500,000 popiilation was approximtely 25 percent greater than in cities 
2,500 to 50,000. S. A. Btobert, Jr., Ghicago, 111. Infonmtion on ndlk 
consu3!i3tion. (Private coBmunication.) 1956. 
repeat survey was aade in the Jackson market to ermine the effect 
of prices on consuisption with a changing price situation within a oarket. 
•^ Winston Salem, M. C.; Atlanta, Ga.| Knoxville, fenn.; Columbia, 
S. C.} Little Rock, Nashville, Tenn.; and Chattanooga, Tenn. See 
Appendix for population statistics. 
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Comparisons of six pairs of cities grouped according to criterion 
(a)-«-cities as different as possible in socio-economic characteristics 
and geographic location with approximately the same prices for fluid 
milk, are presented in Table 12. Estimated consmption of fluid lailk in 
New Orleans was 37•! percent greater than in Savannah, Georgia with only 
a slight difference in prices. Differences between the other five pairs 
of cities ranged from 0.6 to 5*9 percent. 
Table 13 shows between cities coi^ arisons for cities grouped accord­
ing to criterion (b)-*Glties alike m possible in socio-economic 
characteristics and geographic location and as different as possible with 
respect to prices of fluid adlk. 
Cities in groups (l), (2), and (4) exhibited a logical and consis­
tent pattern of increased fluid milk consumption with lower prices. In 
terms of elasticities, tha estisated price elasticities of demand for 
fltiid milk ranged from - 3*3 to - 1.5 for groups (1), (2), and (4)<. 
Group (3) cities exhibited an inconsistent and illogical pattern. 
Little Rock, Arkansas and Mest Point, Mississippi laore nearly conformed 
to the pattern of group (2) cities. Mew Orleans, Louisiana and Jackson, 
Mississippi did not conform to the ®xp®oted pattern possibly for reasons 
discussed previously. 
Additional comparisons beti^ een estiaated consumption of fluid milk 
and pri ces by cities ar© shown in Table 14 with cities, except for 
Savannah and Charleston, regrouped. Jackson and lew Orleans ar© excluded 
from this table. Only two of the price elasticities were inconsistent 
with the theory and in both cases the price differences between cities 
Table 12. Coaparison of prices paid for fluid milk and adjusted weekly-
household eonsuj^ tion by cities according to oidterion (a),^  
12 Southeastern cities loven^ r 1955 - Jaiiuar|- 1956 
Cities 
Average prlee 
paid for 
fluid Bilk 
Adjusted average 
household consun^tion 
of fluid ffiilk 
Percent difference 
from city a to b 
Price ConsuBjption 
(cents per quart) (cparts per week) (percent) 
(1) a. Savannah, Ga. 27.749 5.869 
b. Msm Orleans, la. 27.283 8.047 - 1.679 + 37.110 
(2) a. Winston Salem, M. C. 25.743 5.644 
b. Atlanta, Ga. 25.551 5.432 - 0.746 - 3.756 
(3) a* Charleston, S» C. 25.494 6.819 
b. Jackson, Miss. 25.966 7.222 • 1.851 • 5.910 
(4) Colurt>ia, S. C. 24.397 6.079 
b. Inoxvllle, Tenn. 24.447 6.117 • 0.205 * 0.625 
(5) a. lashville, Tenn. 23.460 6.638 
b. Little lock. Ark. 23.614 6.471 + 0.656 - 2.516 
(6) Chattanooga, Tenn. 22.935 7.127 
b. West Point, Hiss. 21.290 7.361 - 7.172 .• 3.283 
C^ities as different as possible in socio-econoudc characteristics and geographic 
location with apprexLmately the same prices for fluid uiilk 
fable 13 • CoB5»ri8on of prices paid for fluid milk and adjusted weekljr hotisehold 
censtaiytion bj cities acoordic^  to criterion (b),®' 12 Southeastern 
cities, Mov^ jer 1955 - January 1956 
Cities 
Avemge price 
paid for 
flaid milk 
Adjusted average 
household 
consxmption 
of fluid Hdlk 
Percent difference 
fro® ui^ cedine city 
Price ConsuiBption 
Difference in 
conswaption with 
each one-percent 
difference -ia -orlce 
(cents per qt.) (qts. per week) (percent) 1percent) 
(1) a« Sawnmh, Oa. 27.749 5.869 
b. .Charleston, S. C. 25.494 6.819 - 8.126 16.187 - 1.992 
(2) cL» Atlanta, Ga« 25.551 5.432 
b. Inosarille, Tenn. 24.447 6.117 - 4.321 • 12.610 - 2.918 
c. iashTiU©, Teim. 23.460 6.63s - 4.037 8.517 - 2.110 
d. Chattanooga, T®nn. 22.935 7.127 - 2.238 7.367 - 3.292 
(3) a* Sew Orleans, La. 27.233 8.047 
b. Jackson, Miss. 25.966 7.222 - 4.827 - 10.252 + 2.124 
c* Little Rock, Ark. 23.614 6.471 - 9.05s - 10.399 + 1.148 
d. West Point, Miss. 21.290 7.361 - 9.842 • 13.754 - 1.397 
(4) a> Winston Salea, N. C. 25.743 5.644 
b. ColOHtoia, S. C . 24.397 6.079 « 5.229 • 7.707 - 1.474 
C^ities alike as possible in socio-^ corwrnlc characteristics and geographic location 
and different as possible v/ith respect to prices of fluid milk 
fable 14« Coi^ rison of prices paid for fltiid Bilk and adjusted weeklj household 
consuaption by eities (regrouped with Mew Orleans and Jaekson excluded) 
aceortir^ to criterion (b),^ 10 Southeastern eities, 
Mor&sSaer 1955 - January 1956 
ATerage pric® 
Adjusted average 
household Percent difference 
Bifferenc® in 
consu^ tion with 
Cities paid for 
flxiid milk 
consusption 
of fluid milk 
from precediiw city 
Price Consuia>tion 
each one-perc« 
difference in p: 
'(•cents per iqt'.) (qts. per week) (percent) (percent) 
(1) Savannah, Ga» 27.749 5.869 
b. Charleston, S« C. 25.494 6.819 - 8.126 • 16.187 - 1.992 
(2) a. Winston Sales, I. G. 25.743 5.644 
b. Atlanta, Ga» 25.551 5.432 - 0.746 - 3.756 + 5.035 
c» Knoxville, Tenn. 24.447 6.117 - 4.321 • 12.610 - 2.918 
d. ColuAia, S. G. 24.397 6.079 - 0.205 - 0.621 + 2.927 
e# Little Rock, Ark. 23.614 6.471 - 3.209 • 6.448 - 2.009 
f. Nashville, Tenn. 23.460 6.638 - 0.652 • 2.581 - 3.959 
g- Chattanooga, Tenn. 22.935 7.127 - 2.238 • 7.367 - 3.292 
h. West Point, Miss. 21.290 7.361 - 7.172 • 3.283 - 0.458 
(3) Atlanta, Ga. 25.551 5.432 
b. Chattanooga, Tenn. 22.935 7.127 - 10.238 • 31.204 - 3.048 
(4) a« Knoxville, Tenn, 24.447 6.117 
b. Chattanooga, Tenn. 22.935 7.127 - 6.185 + 16.511 - 2.676 
(5) Winston Salem, N. C. 25.743 5.644 
b. Chattanooga, Tenn. 22.935 7.127 - 10.908 • 26.276 - 2.409 
^Cities alike in socio-economic characteristics and geographic location and with different 
prices for fluid milk 
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were less than one percent. With price differences of 2#2 to 10«9 per­
cent, the indicated price elasticities of denand for fluid aiilk ranged 
from « 2,0 to - 3*3» Th® indicated price elasticities for two con^ jarisons 
vdth price differences in the range of 10 percent wer® - 2,4 and - 3*0. 
Demand For Fltiid Milk Substitutes* 
Multiple regreasion analysis 
3ingle-e<iuation least-squares regression nKsdels wer® also used to 
estinate the influenc® of income, prices of fluid milk, r-ace, household 
size and C0jj?30siti0n, consuaiJtion of skljn milk and buttemilk, and con-
8un5>tion of fluid milk away from home on the household consuufjtion of 
fluid milk substitutes. Prices of fluid milk in this analysis \'j©r® defined 
as alternative prices for which fluid milk was available in the Hiarkets 
(cities) and was represented in the equations bjr X.23« least-sqxmres 
multiple regression techniques were eaployed to obtain estimates of the 
coefficients for the demand equation for fluid siilk substitutes. 
Restilts of the analysis yielded the following demand equation for 
fluid milk substitutes: 
(6) l2 - - 1.601 - .706(log X^ ) + .156X23 ^  1.539X3 • .587X4 .625X5 
- .0111X6 * .0280X7 - .372Xg 
*Fluid ndlk substitutes were defined as nonfat ndlk powder, whole 
ffiilk powder, evaporated aiilk and condensed milk. All substitutes as 
defined were converted to fluid eqiiivalent on th© basis of total milk 
solids, U. S. Production and Marketir^  Administration. Conversion 
Factors and Weights and Measures for Agricultural ConaBodities and Their 
Products. U. S. Department of Agriculture, 1952. Table 1. p. 3* 
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wher® 
I2 • Weekly household eonstamption of fluid milk substitutes in 
quarts of fluid milk eciuivalent 
» Monthly gross income available to the household in dollars 
X23 ® Prio© for which fluid milk was available in the market 
X3 * lufflber of children under four years of age 
« Number of children four to 18 years of age 
X5 " Number of adults over 18 years of ag® 
• Household consumption of skim lailk, butterailk, and chocolate 
drink combined in Quarts per week 
X^ • Const^tion of fluid ailk away from home by members of the 
household in quarts per M©ek 
Xg " Hace (colored 0, white 1) 
Statistical values related to equation (6) ar® presented in Table 15. 
Bie regression coefficient® presented in this table ar© the estimated 
relationships b®tw«en household consui^ tion of fluid milk substitutes (in 
terms of fluid milk equivalent) and the various independent variates of 
equation (6). 
From this analysis, the effect of one unit increase in the logarithm 
of household income ihj) was a decrease in consumption of 0.706 quarts per 
week in fluid equivalent of fluid milk substitutes. The relationship 
between the logarithm of household income and the consu^ tion of fluid 
aiilk substitutes was significant at the five percent level 
•^ Average elasticities between various levels of incoHie were calcu­
lated and are presented in Table 20. 
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Table 15* Statistical values related to equation (6) 
l2 • a • biClog Xx) •»* 2^X23 * b^ X^  b^ Xjf^  + 
•*• b^ X^  * byX'^  • bgXg 
Begression 
eoefflclent 
1^ 
b^  
6^ 
t>a 
Co3if)ut@d Standard fittt Sinety-five percent 
value error value confidence interval 
- .7062 .3209 2.201« - 1.3352 - .0773 
.1559 .0512 3.046»H^  .0556 .2562 
1.5392 .117$ 13.085» I.3O86 1.7698 
.5670 .0775 7.573** .4351 .7390 
.6251 .1069 5.844** .4L54 .8347 
- .0111 .0424 .262 - .0942 .0720 
.0280 .050a .552 - .0715 .1276 
- .3719 .2011 1.850 - .7660 .0221 
H^ (Coefficient of deteroination) * .233 
•wi-Significant at the one percent level 
S^ignificant at the five |3erc©nt level 
The effect of a one-cent increase in the price of fluid milk (b2) 
was an increase in the consumption of fluid snilk substitutes of O.I56 
quarts per week in fluid equivalent* The relationship between the con-
suB^ stion of fluid milk substitutes and prices for which fluid nilk was 
available in the market was significant at the one percent level. Ex­
pressed in terms of cross elasticity at the means, the derived estimate 
of the cross price elasticity of demnd for fluid milk substitutes was 
1.364.* 
2^3 b2 » (23.6011) .1559 - 1.364 
f2 ( 2.7195) 
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Agression coefficients and bj in Table 15 are the estimated 
relationships between hottsehold sia® and ccsraposition and the consxiaption 
of fluid ndlk substitutes# Bi© ©ff®ct of an increase of one child under 
four years (b^ ) of ag® was an increase in household consunjption of fluid 
milk substitutes of 1»539 quart® equivalent per week# The effect of an 
increase of one child four to 18 (b^ ) was an increas® in household con-
simption of fluid ailk substitutes of 0,587 quarts ©quivalent per week. 
The effect of an increase of on© adult (bj) was an increase in household 
consumption of fluid milk substitutes of 0*625 quarts equivalent per 
week. The wlationships between household consunfition of fluid milk 
substitutes ajid th© nuH&er of persons in each age group were significant 
at the one percent level. However, the effect of children under four 
years of ag® on the household constm^ tion of fluid adlk substitutes was 
considerably aior® important than that of the other age groups. 
Constaaption of canned and dried Mlk {in fluid equivalent) was not 
significantly affected by the coiabined consui^ tion of skia •milk, butter-
ndlJc and chocolate drink (regreseion coefficient b^ ). 
Eegression coefficient b-jr indicated that the constamption of canned 
and dried milk (in fluid equivalent) was reduced 0.028 quarts per week 
viith each quart increase in the consuiE|>tion of fluid milk away from 
home—prifflarily through the school lailk programs. Mlk prices which 
prevailed in the respective smrkets were not necessarily a factor in the 
consuB^ tion of fluid Biilk through school ndlk programs. "Rie estimated 
effect of consumption of fluid milk away from home on the consunption of 
fluid milk substitutes was not significant at the five percent level. 
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From this analysis, the ©stimated effect of a colored (Megro) 
household (bg) on the consuaption of jd.uid milk substitutes was an 
increase of 0«372 quart# equivalent per week comi»red with a white 
household, but the race effect was not significant at the fir© percent 
level {Table l6). 
Table 16* Analysis of results of regression, equation (6) 
l2 • a bx(log Xi) + ^ 2^ 23 * ^ 3% • b4X4 * 
* ^ 6^ 6 * ^ 7^ 7 * ^ #8 
Source of 
variation 
Degrees of 
freedom 
Sim of 
SQuares 
Mean 
soua.re 
Regression 
(7 lariates) 7 3,808.06 544.01** 
Added Induction 
due to Xg 1 31.96 31.96 
Error 1,356 12,665.42 9.34 
S^ignificant at the one percent level 
The data were also analyzed for the white and colored races 
separately. Average household data, pertinent to the analysis for the 
white and colored races are presented in fable 17» Consumption of fluid 
BJilk substitutes (canned and dried niilk) was approxiaately 57 percent 
greater for colored households than for white households. 
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Table 17• Average household size, consumption of fluid milk 
substitutes,, income, and prevailing prlom for fluid 
fflilk by whit® and colored households, 12 South­
eastern cities, lovOTber 1955 - Jmrnry 1956 
White Colored 
households households 
lumber households 847 518 
Average sise of household 
Total nuaber persons 3.247 3.938 
Nuaiber children under four .276 .525 
fcriber children four to IS .773 1.183 
Mumber adults 2.198 2.230 
Consumption of fluid lailk substitutes 
(quarts equivalent per w@«k)®' 2.233 3.514 
Income (dollars per month) 367.48 196.59 
Prevailing prices for fluid nilk 
(cents per quart)® 23.66 24.03 
®In quarts equivalent of fluid ailk 
•^ Lowest prevailing priLces for which fluid milk was available 
in the market# 
lesults of analysis of <teta obtained from 847 white households 
yielded the following ®<pation; 
(7a) l2„ - 2.845 « 1.307(log Xj) * .227X23 ^  I.052X3 • .632X4 
+ ,955X5 - .026X6 • .087X7 
where 
l2w " Weekly household consumption of fluid ailk substitutes in 
quarts of fluid sdlk equivalent 
Xl - Monthly gross income available to household in dollars 
X23 " Price for which fluid snilk was available in the naifeet in 
cents per quart 
X3 " Ifufflbsr of children under four jeara of age 
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» Number of children four to 18 jears of age 
Xj » lumber of adults over 18 years of age 
X^  •« Homsehold eonsun^ t^ion of skim ndlk, buttsrsaiilk, and chocolate 
drink combined in quarts per week 
Irj " Consumption of fluid adlk away from hosie by menibers of th® 
household in cpiarts per week 
Statistical values related to equation (7a) ar® presented in Table IB* 
Table 18. Statistical values wlated to equation (7a)®' 
* hh " 
bjXj ^  b^ X^  
Eegresaion Coaput@d Standard Ninety-five percent 
coefficient valu® error value confidence interval 
^1 - 1.3073 .3675 3.557» - 2.0276 - .5S70 
^2 .2272 ,0604 3.764*'^ .1088 .3456 
b3 1.0523 .1546 6.808M* .7493 1.3553 
.6319 .1011 6.251» .4337 .8301 
b5 .9550 .1273 7.503«* .7055 1.2045 
b6 - .0257 .0482 .532 - .1202 .0688 
h? .0874 .0634 1.378 - .0369 .2117 
R2(Goeffici0nt of detemination) » .191 
%h0 "w" subscript on T2 indicates whit© households 
•»f*Significant at th® on® percent level 
Results of analysis of data obtained from 518 coloi^ d households 
jdelded th© following equationt 
C7b) ^20 " - *291 + .380(log X^ ) + .042X23 I.94OX3 + * .198X5 
* .007X6 - .051X7 
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fh© Independent varlates are the same as in equation (7a). Statistical 
•values related to equation (7b) are presented in Table 19. 
Table 19• Statistical values related to equation (7b)®' 
Y2c "a * bi(log Xi) b2X23 • b3X3 b4X4 • 
bgXj ^  b^X^ ^  b^X^ 
Regression Coa^ uted Standard n%n Minety-fiv® percent 
coefficient value error value confidence interval 
1^ .3799 .5907 .643 - .7779 1.5377 
2^ .0419 .0892 .470 - .1329 .2167 
b3 1.9398 .1843 10.52aw^  1.5786 2.3010 
4^ .4837 .1187 4.076«« .2510 .7164 b. .1977 .1^ 33 1.079 - .1616 .5570 
hi .0067 .0826 .082 - .1552 .1686 
b7 - .0513 .0847 .606 - .2173 .1147 
B^ (Co©ffici@nt of datemdaation) « .264 
T^h© subscript on I2 indicates colowd households. 
S^ignificant at the one percent level 
A highly significant negative relationship was eadiibited between 
household consumption of fluid lailk substitutes and incom® (agression 
coefficient bj^ ) for white households. CJonsusfition of fluid ndlk sub­
stitutes decreased - 1.307 quarts equivalent per week with each unit 
increase in th® logarithm of income (incoia® measured in dollars per 
month). k positive but nonsignificant relationship -was exhibited between 
household consumption of fluid ndlk substitutes and inccme for colored 
household®. 
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A positive relationship was essliibited between household consuu^  
tion of. fluid ailk substitutes m& prevailing prices of fluid Mlk for 
both whit© and colored households. The relationship was highly signi­
ficant for white household® but nonsignificant for colored households. 
Regression coefficient b2 indicated an increase of 0.227 quarts 
equivalent per week in th® household consiuaption of fluid aiilk 
substitute® with ©ach oae-'cent increase in the price of fluid milk in 
the case of white household. In th@ case of colored households, the 
increase in coasuiaption of duid ailk substitutes was only 0#042 quarts 
equivalent per week with each on«»c®nt increas© in the price of fluid 
milk. In terms of cross elasticities at the laeans, the estiamted cross 
price elasticity of demand for fluid milk substitutes -mo 2.405* for 
white households and 0.285'®*' for colored households. 
The estimated effect of on® child under four years of ag® (b3) on 
household consui^ tion of fluid milk substitutes was an increas® of 1.940 
quarts equivalent per w®ek for colored households and an increas© of 
1.052 quarts equivalent per week for white households. Ihe estimated 
effect of one child four to 18 (bj^ )^ on housshold consmption of fluid 
aiilk substitutes ms an increas® of 0.632 quarts equivalent per week 
* 
« 23.66 (.227) * 2.405 
Y2w 
«# 
JSl *>2 - 2J1.03 (.0^21 - .285 
f2c 
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for white households, and 0.4B4 quarts equivalent per w©®k for colored 
households. Regression coefficient bj indicated that an increase of 
one adult resulted in an increase in household consuaption of fluid 
milk substitutes of 0«955 quarts equivalent per week for white house­
holds but only 0.198 quarts equivalent per we®k for colored households. 
The relationship between i»asur©s of household size and consumption of 
fluid iBilk subatitutss were highly significant for both races except 
adults in colored households which was not significant at the fiv® per­
cent level. 
A nonsignificant relationship was ©^ Mbited between household con­
sumption of fluid isilk substitutes and corfsined con8UB5)tion of skia 
fflilk, buttewilk, and chocolate drilrik (b^ ) for both irtiite and colored 
households* The »lationship between household c0ns«Bf)tion of fluid 
fflilk away fr«tt hoa® (b7) and consuii^ tion of fluid oilk substitute® was 
not significant for either white or colored households. 
Analysis of incoaae and consumption of fluid nAlk subiatitutes 
Estiiaatea of household consumption of iluid fflilk substitutes at 
50 dollar incoam Intervals between 50 and 75G dollars per month are 
presented in Table 20. The table also ©hows estimated average incoa© 
elasticities of denand for fluid Jidlk substitutes between successive 
50 dollar income intenrals. Th© relationship between income and estimated 
consumption of fluid ^ oilk substitutes is shown g»phically in Figure 3 
for all households, and whit© and colored households separately. 
Table 20. Estimated household coiisuiqjtion of fluid milk substitutes, and approximate ineoa® 
elasticity at various levels of incoM with mriables other than incoiae h@M constant 
at their mans by whit© and colored households, 12 Southeaster cities, 
fcv«ber 1955 -* January 1956 
IstJjiated consumption of fluid ttHk Approxinate incoae flastieity 
Household incom® substitutes p®r week^  of da^ nd 
per Mnth ' Wit® 
households® 
Colored " 
hoiMseholds^  
AH 
households® 
Aite 
households® 
fibidirel 
households^  
All 
households® 
(dollars) t^ arts) 
50 3.262 3.323 3.199 
100 2.868 3.438 2.987 - .121 .034 - .066 
150 2.638 3.504 2.862 - .161 .039 - .083 
200 2.475 3.552 2.774 - .186 .041 - .092 
250 2.348 3.589 2.706 - .205 .041 - .099 
300 2.245 3.619 2.650 - .220 .042 - .103 
350 2.157 3.644 2.602 - .234 .042 - .107 
400 2.081 3.666 2.561 - »2k6 .042 - .111 
450 2.014 3.686 2.527 - .257 .042 - .113 
500 1.954 3.703 2.493 - .267 .042 - .115 
550 1.900 3.719 2.464 - .277 .042 - .117 
600 1.851 3.733 2.437 - .286 .042 - .119 
650 1.806 3.746 2.413 - .295 .042 - .121 
700 1.764 3.759 2.390 - .303 •042 - .123 
7^  . 1.724 3.770 2.^ 69 - .311 .042 - .124 
quarts equiimlent of fluid ndlk 
A^verage ©lasticitj between 50 dollar incoTO interrals 
'^ Istimted fran equation (7a) with variates other than incoa© held constant at their a^ ns. 
Estimated frcsa equation (7b) with variates other than income held constant at their means. 
^Estimated frcra equation (6) with variates other than income held constant at their means. 
Consimption in quarts 
equivalent per week 
B 
-<3 
A - From equation (7b) colored households 
B - From equation (6) all households 
G - From equation (7a) white households 
100 150 200 250 300 3 50 feo 4^ |00 550 feo fes ^!W 0 50 
Income in dollars per laonth 
Figure Relationship between household income per month and estimated consuu^jtion 
of fluid milk substitutes, in quarts equivalent, per week; 12 Southeastern 
cities, Novenber 1955 - January 1956 
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Equation (6), including race as an independent trariate, and 
equations (7a) and (7b) for white and colored households respectively, 
were used to show the relationship between household oonsuj^ tion of 
fluid lailk substitutes and income# In all cases aH other variat©® 
were held constant at their means. 
As income increased, household consuu^ tion of fluid ud-lk substitutes 
declined slightly for all households and whit® households. 'The estisiated 
incoja© elasticities were thus negative, but relatively snail compared 
with positive income @lastieitl®s of demand for fluid milk. Estinated 
consumption of fluid milk substitutes decreased at a decreasing rate, 
between successive 50 dollar incoai® intervals, from low to higher 
incomes for aH households and white households. Estimated average 
income elasticities, between successive 50 dollar intervals, increased 
slightly (in absolute tems) from low to high incomes in the case of all 
households and white households. Average elasticities, calctxlated from 
eq-oation (6) including race as an Independent variate, ranged from 
- 0.066 to - 0.124 (Table 20). 
The indicated income elasticities of deaand for fluid milk substi­
tutes were positive but relatively snail in a separate analysis for 
colored households. Colored households are concentrated in the lower 
levels of income (obis'- 12 of ,518 reported incoiaes in excess of 500 
dollars per month). The effect of income on consumption of fluid milk 
substitutes was not significant for colored households. 
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Analysis of fliild milk prices and congimiption of fltiid milk substitutes 
Prices paid for fluid lailk substitutes were essentially the sairas in 
all the cities for comparable products Hence in the analj^ sis, fluid 
milk prices can also be inteipreted as pric© ratios of fluid lailk to 
fluid substitutes. For this reason prices of fluid milk substitutes were 
not considered in the amljsis. 
Tli© relationship between the lowest prevailing prices for fluid milk 
and adjusted average household consumption of fluid adlk substitutes, in 
fluid equivalent, for the 12 cities is presented graphically in Figure 4* 
fhe data for both actual and adjusted average consuis^ tion are presented 
in Table 21, Avemg© cross pilce elasticity of deaand for fluid milk 
substitutes, based on the relationship between the prevailing prices for 
fluid milk and adjusted household consu3if)tion of fluid irdlk substitutes 
% 
for th® 12 cities was estimated by th© n»d®l: l2^  " BoX23j_ logarithms 
log ?2^  - log B0 + bjdog 123^ 3 
where 
" Adjusted average household constaaption of fluid lailk substi­
tutes in fluid equivalent in each of the 12 cities 
X23j_ " Lowest prevailing price for fluid sailk in each of the 12 cities' 
Values of a and b derived from the data for the 12 cities weres 
(8) - - 1.5?76(log form) -«• 1.457(log ^ 3^ ) 
•?^ Pilc®s of canned and powdered adlk were obtained bj a supplementary 
survey of stores» For Savannah, Georgia and Chattanooga, 
Tennessee with a 5»7 cents per quart difference in fluid M.lk price®., 
both had 14*5 ounce cans of "P©t«* ©vapo3?at@d ndlk for 13 cents. 
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Price in 
cents per quart 
27 -
)1 
Savannah 
Orleans 
• Atlanta 
Jackson 
• • Winston-Salem 
/ 
• Charleston 
» Knoxville 
I » 15.44 + 3.08X 
Nashville Coluiribia 
Little Eock 
• Chattanooga 
X X 
• West Point 
J. X 
12 3 4 
Consuasption in quarts equivalent per week 
Figure 4. Relationship between prevailing prices for fluid 
tni'lk and adjusted household constraiption of fluid 
milk substitutes (in qxiarts equivalent) per 
week, 12 Southeastern cities, Noveiriaer 
1955 - January 1956 
Table 21. Price of fluid Bdlk, and actttal and adjusted avemge hotisehold 
consui^ tion of fluid milk substitutes, in fluid equivalent, 12 
Southeastern cities, Moveaber 1955 - Jaxivary 1956 
City 
Price p©r quart 
for fluid isilk^  
Average household 
eonsuaqstion of JOLuid 
Mlk substitutes® 
Adjusted average 
household eonsus^ tion 
of fluid fflilk substitutes® 
(cents) (qmrbs equivalent per week) 
Samnnah, Ga. 27.0 3.856 3.505 
New Orleans, La. 25.5 3.190 3.032 
Atlanta, 6a. 25.0 2.524 2.863 
Jackson, Miss. 24.5 3.159 2. 518 
Winston Sales, M. C. 24.5 2.898 2..834 
Charleston, S. C. 24.0 2,691 2.655 
Inoxrille, T©m. 23.5 1.972 2.686 
Colu^ sbxa, S. C. 22.5 2.728 2.375 
Little Bock, Arfe. 22.5 2.031 2.732 
flashville. Term. 22.5 1.919 2.372 
Chattanooga, Tenn. 22,0 1.917 1.868 
West Point, Miss. 21.0 2.909 2.772 
®ljOwest price (prevailing) for idiich fLuid oilk ims available. 
I^n terms of fluid Mlk equivalent 
"^ Adjusted 12^  - l2^  - - l~i) - b3(X3^  - y - - ^4) - y 
»» a -mm SS  ^ S£ 
- - ^6) - ^ (^ 7^  - X7) - bg(X0^  - Xg)? bx, b3, b^ , bj, b^ , by, and bg from equation (6); 
i « 1 to 12 cities 
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Equation (8) indicated an average cross price elasticity of deinand 
for n.uid Milk substitutes of 1.457# with prices of fluid railk as the 
independent variate. Istimated average cross price elasticity of demand 
for fluid Bilk substitutes from equation (S) is approxlmtely th© same 
(1.43s) as the cross price elasticit;/ at the laeans estimated fit)Bi the 
HMltiple regression equation (?)• 
The relationship between prevailing prices for fluid milk and con-
sumption of fluid lailk substitutes by cities grouped according to 
criterion (a)-«-cities as different as possible in socio~econoKic charac­
teristics and geographic location with approxiaately the same prices for 
fluid niilk—is presented in Table 22. Estimted consmption of fluid 
Hdlk substitutes in West Point, Mississippi was 48.4 percent higher than 
in the paired city of Chattanooga, Tennessee. Differences in the esti-
nsated consumption of fluid sdlk substitutes between th© remaining five 
pairs of cities ranged from 1.0 to 15*2 percent. 
Between city coiaparisons of the prevailing prices for fluid milk and 
the consumption of fluid milk substitutes grouped according to criterion 
(b)—cities alike as possible in socio-econoBdc characteristics and 
geographic location and different as possible with respect to prices of 
fluid milk—are presented in Table 23. 
Cities in groups (l), (2) and (4) «iiibited a logical and consistent 
pattern of decreased consuaption of fluid lailk substitutes with lower 
prices for fluid sdlk. In terms of cross elasticities, the estimated 
cross price elasticities of demnd for fluid milk substitutes ranged from 
1.0 to 9.6. Two of the three comparisons in group (3) cities exhibited 
Table 22. CoH^ jaxlson of pi^ Tailing places for fluid adlk and adjusted weekly 
household coastaaptioa of fltdd nilk substitutes (ia fluid eqaivaleiit) 
by cities aecoi^ ii^ g to criterion (a),^  12 Southeastern cities, 
lOTeaiber 1955 - Jaauaiy 1956 
Cities 
Lowest preTaHing 
prio© for fluid 
milk 
Adjusted average 
household const;^ tion of 
fl.uid M.lk substitutes 
Percent difference 
from city a to b 
Price Const^ tion 
(cents per quart) C«^ .rts per week)® (percent) 
(1) a# Savannah, fe. 27.0 3.505 
b. Mew Orleans, la. 25.5 3.032 - 5.556 - 13.495 
(2) a* Atlanta, Ga» 25.0 2.863 
b. Minston Salem, I. C. 24.5 2.834 - 2.000 - 1.013 
C3) a. Jac&son, Miss. 24.5 2.518 
b. Charleston, S. C« 24.0 2.655 - 2.040  ^ 5.441 
(4) a* Knos^ m©, Tenn. 23.5 2.686 
b. Coltirtjia, S. C. 22.5 2.375 - 4.255 - 11,579 
(5) a. Hashville, tenn. 22.5 2.372 . 
b. Little Itock, krk* 22.5 2.732 0.000 15.177 
C6) Chattanooga, Tenn. 22.0 1.868 
b. West Point, Miss. 21.0 2.772 - 4.546 • 48.394 
C^ities as different as possible in soeio-economic chamcteristics and geographic 
location with approxinsately the ssme prices for fluid milk 
"U 
In fluid milk ©quivalent 
Table 23• Ci^ mrisons of prevailiJ^  prices for fluid milk and adjusted weeidy household 
consunqjtion of fluid milk substittttes (in fltiid ecpivalent) by cities according 
to criLterion (b),^  12 Southeastern cities, IfeveAer 1955 - Jantiaiy 1956 
Cities 
Lotfest 
prevailing 
price for 
fluid lailk 
Adjusted avemge 
household 
eonsu^ tion of 
fluid rf2k 
siibstitutes 
Percent diffei^ ence 
from Dreceding city 
Price Consufflotion 
Difference in 
consui^ tion with 
each one-percent 
difference in crice 
(cents per qt,)(qts. per week)^  (percent) (percent) 
(1) Savamah, Ga. 27.0 3.505 
b. Charleston, S. C. 24.0 2.655 - n.in - 24.251 + 2.183 
(2) a. Atlanta, Ga, 25.0 2.863 
b. tooxidlle, Tenn. 23.5 2.686 - 6.000 - 6.182 • 1.030 
o* ffeshTille, Tenn. 22.5 2.372 - 4.255 - 11.690 • 2.747 
d. Chattanooga, T®nn, 22.0 1.868 - 2.222 - 21.248 + 9.563 
(3) New Orleans, La. 25.5 3.032 
b. Jackson, Miss. 24.5 2.518 - 3.922 - 16.953 • 4.323 
Q* Little Bock, Ark» 22.5 2.732 - 8.163 + 8.499 - 1.041 
d. West Point, Miss. 21.0 2.772 - 6.667 + 1.464 - .220 
(4) a* Winston Salea, I. C. 24.5 2.834 
b. ColuBtoia, S. C. 22.5 2.375 - 8.163 - 16.196 • 1.984 
(5) a. Atlanta, Ga. 25.0 2.863 
b. Chattanooga, Tenn. 22.0 1.868 - 12.000 - 34.754 • 2.896 
(6) Winston Salea, N. C. 24.5 2.834 
b# ChattanooKa* Tenn. 22.0 1.868 - 10.204 - 34.086 • 3.340 
•^Gities alike in socio-econoiaic characteristics and geographic location and with different 
prices for fliiid milk 
n^ fluid eouivalent 
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sHiall negative elasticities* Comparison of two pair® of similar cities 
with pi-ice differences for fluid sdlk in the range of 10 percent 
exhibited gtoss price elasticities of demand, for fluid fflilk substitutes 
of 2,9 and 3.3 with prevailing prices for fluid irilk as the independent 
variate. 
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WttUAflOI OF HESULTS 
The stt»4y m-B designed to ©®tifflat® th@ effect of inc©3B«, prices of 
fltdd Edlk, and mc® on th# consiaption of fluid Mlk and on the aub-
BtitutioB of canned and dried ailk for fl«id nilk in th# urban Southeast. 
Bata w«r® obtained in 12 different cities (oarketf) with a rang© in 
flttid Bdlk pilets. A further objective of th« study was to emliate 
the use of cross-seetional • (sevsml aark®ts with a rang® in prices) data 
for ©stifflating pries ©lasticities mi. e»ss «lastieiti@s of d«Bsand» 
This section contain® a discussion of th© results obtaia«l in th® pre­
ceding analysis, with other atadits, limitations, evalmtion 
and potentialities of ^ sing c«>se»s®cti©nal data in d«and itnalysis, mid 
suggestions for ftttmr© r#s«areh. 
0®n©ral Iwiliiation 
Seaa® of th® llM-tations laposed upon th# analysis presented in the 
preilotts section apply to th# statistical teehniqa®® mplojed and th© 
reliability of tht data ms«d. fhertfor®, these llMt&tions are px^ sented 
prior to & dismission of th® •mp&mt4 factors which inflii®ne® th® demand 
for fluid smilk and the d®3»nd for fhd,d »ilk smbstitates. 
Data obtained frem a survey of hotteeholds are subject to inaccurate 
reporting by the selected reapondents# tose® of inacearBte importing 
were evident in this ®tttdy« Ion® of the data wr@ discarded because of 
the possibility of introdttctog bias. However, it is possible that more 
accurate relationships could be obtained by screening th© data. One of 
the fflajor lioitations in esonoaadc dmmi. etudles is that of obtaining 
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mccamt© data* fhia problea parallels th« probleus of developing appro­
priate n©dels, aol incltisioii of all the irariat©s ^ idiich .inflwnce d«wnd. 
Th« sfi^ ple wa« d©eign®d for an exptetsd matoer of 120 homseholds 
per city {am AppoMix)* Aettial coi^ let#d sehedisles per city iraxled 
froa 103 to IkB* S®pftrtur«s £ma. the a^ ®0t®d tmsbmr were da© primariLly 
to chaxigm within the smpX® blocks since the last censms* Son® of th® 
san^ l® blO'Cks had m iii©r®a#® ia th® marts®r of dwelling raits %toile others 
had a decreaseiowewr, tme^ ual sai^ l# siaos per city does not appear 
to be too ssriotis & 'liwltatiOBi for th« type of emly&la for which the 
data mm msed. 
A oajor liwitatioa in th© u.3« of d&ta obtained by a survey of house­
holds for a de»nd analysis is th® «)rtr@»® TOri&bility in eoiwtaaption of 
individml foods or groups of foods. A high degree of variability aaong 
households was e^ ibited in the coasuB^ stion of both fluid Mlk and fluid 
milk substitutes* Conse<pefitly, th® p«i|»rtl0ii, of the variatioit in 
consu^ tion is«sng households «plai»ed by the single ©quatioa »dels 
1 ©mpl^ td was relatively Ap|»r®ntly a large proportion of the 
difference® aaoiig households in eonsia^ tioa of both fluid Mlk aad fluid 
Blilk substitutes is attilbuted to differenee# in preference, food habits, 
nationality, edueation or knowledge of autiltion, and other factors -sdiieh 
•were not i»asur®d« 
•»A lifflit of six rule ms iaposed on the number of sai^ le households 
per block# 
B^am and Gofbridg© likeid.se explained a relatively swall proportion 
of the variability in )^ lk consu^ tion in a aaltiple regreasion analysis 
within a city* Bam and Coi^ ridge, ©p* eit*, p* 3* 
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PoS'SlMy a lAVger pTOportion of th® -variatioii in consia^ tion ©f 
indiiddttal food® or food grmpn eotild be ^ sjslalasd hy th® use of & »yBt« 
of siamltaiisous eqwations which iac0.tided a®st of the important foods in 
conjtmction with other Tari4t®s such as inec»e, price relationships, 
household 0iz@ and cen{}o@itio% and mce» Bata m oonm^ tion of foods 
oth«r than daily predaets wer® not ©btaintd for this stwdy. Mowtver, it 
is laiikely that all th« mriation in ooasta^ tion could be «}qplain«d by 
MOT fflath«ati^  aodisl boeams® emwaption aay b» inflmeneed by factors 
j^feich. are not sabjeet to ffleaswi«®nt# 
Acmx^ &iig to Koepntnt a m^ etrn s^ t@m of eqmtiozis wuld roftiire 
MHQT years vofk in @wi<»io forn^ tiont wthodology* eoUtetion of data, 
nOT@rf.eal ealoilation## and inttrpretation ©f f@i«lts»^  Kto^ Mns al.®© 
indieated a pressi^  nead for ai^ rodjaata pr©e@dare» t® wdae© the bias 
in the estJaates of ooeffiei^ ts of mm pirtie«lar ®«p»,tl^  tdL-thomt 
aetmlly ©stiwtting all other @<patioaa» 
I,®ast-'s<par®8 aalti^ ® rtgressioa t@ehiiiftt@s d® n©t prsfvid® precise 
©stimto® of th« i»t @ff®.et of th@ iiMt^ nd®»t -m-iiates on eoasia^ tion 
if the liidei»M«nt taidatts &m eorr^ ted. It is S^ isibl® t@ iaterprtt 
a 'partieuiLar regr««ii#a ©oeffteient^ , in a OBitipl® regi^ ssion ®0d®l, as 
the Chang© in I wh«n that partiealar mriat« farios '»M1® hol,ding th® 
2 
other Zg constajat if they wry siffl^ taiieoiisly. 
K^oop®ans,. op. €dt«, p# tM* 
Anderson and &i.neroft> op* ait», p# 201. 
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la this sttt^  tfe® eff®ist ©f iacai® ©n ll«ld Mlk was 
sigidfleaat at tti© ©a® p®reent l@wl» fhw© mriat#® *iiieh represented 
hotieehoM size were meed in these e^ tioas* ]^ ii» and Gorbridge from a 
®ttt<^  ©f wUk ©@a»«pt4®n in Seattle, Washingtea cea^ Med. that homsehold 
iasoMs WIS i^ t sigaifieaatly related t© t©tal ailk ewioasftiea#^  Incraw 
was e©awrted t© l©^ ilthffl», in the Seattle atwly# I»ti«ted iaefflaae 
elastieity deriwd fr@a the ftriLe'tty liaear e^ atiea C0»4^ ), with race 
deleted* was alaest the saas as the el&stieitr <0*42) obtaiaed by Briaegar 
2 from a stmdy i»de ia C®iai©eticwfe« 
Th© redaetioa in swa ©f sqmree in iwsttseheld e©i«8iOT|ptiTO ®f fltdd 
idlk attribmted t© iaemt me iaereaied slightly by ^ mrerti^  ia<»ffie to 
logailtIatt»«' Thtts ttie effect ©f iae®®® ©a eons^ ti<m ©f Hiiid Bdlk 
mm aeeumtely estimated by ^ ©irreitix^  ineeise t© lop^ rithns. A separate 
analysis of tee data by imces iadieated that tte effeet ©f toeoae ©a 
household e©ns»^ ti« ©f fltiid attk was gwater for i^ ite household® than 
for colored hosseholdi* iowswr,* ©aly 12 ©f the 5li eol®red hewseholds, 
which reported imported iaeiiiite ®f 100 d<^ A^rs ©r fflo^ re per saoath. 
Ifee data wei^  inadetpate t© really, dete*^ ®^ th© effeet of higher lewis 
of iaoonse m ooasu^ ioa ©f fluid silk for colored houieholds* 
letiaates of th® iafluenc© ©f iMmm ©a <^ BSwiiti®a ©f fluid ailk 
were in the mige ©f tbese obtained by l&ld and <Summ ia Swedea#^  la 
B^am and Coi%ridge, ©p» ©it., p* 2. 
%rin©sar, ©p, eit«, p» 12* 
#4067*7 c^ r^ed with 37».5. 
%©ld aiMi «fare©% ©p* edt.. Table 16*5*2^  p. 265* 
SI 
both stmdi®s ©stiaattd iMis&m elasti©lti«s of i®3«ici foi* fluid Mlk were 
laiier at th« l©w#r levels of inocra® bM d«®r©as@d with higher Iwels ®f 
ine©*# Th® aimljiis also agrttd with that of Ifeld and Jmrsea in that 
Iwel of 'imwm is tht ptimief faotor behtod th« diff®r®ae«s in ineowe 
1 
ela®tieiti#s of d«aiid# M&mmr, th© ®stiaat@d lifvsl of c©»s»pti©tt of 
fluid aillc for colored households was l®s® than that for ^ Mt® households 
at all lewl# of iae®i»# Wold and JurtW coasidorod tooial tmt&rs 
mther than imoo ia th« analysis of iiie«@ elastioitios of d^ mud for 
foods. 
.B^ tioiMihip betweoa Pilots and oo«gia»ti@a of fluid MUc 
fh© study was dosigaod primidr tO' ©stiwito th« ijailuoaoe of priees 
of 0.uid Mlk on eoasui^ tioa of fluid Biilk and m the oonstt^ tion of fluid 
ailk substitutos# Thus mirt of tho dissussioa is devoted to the lljadta-
tions and potentialitioe of u@@ of g@#gim|M.e @ro@@*s#etioml data 
to estiaat# prie© #ajt®tieities thaji ia th® eas« ©f the other faetors 
ineluded to th® analysis of dteaaad for fluid *ilk» 
Beaults of the aaaJysi® iad^ oated timt the use of eross-seetioiaal 
data my fro*® to be airi fruitful ia estii»tia® piAm elattieities of 
deraaM for fltdd ailk than •!&© mm of ti»B!' series &«d mifeet data. larger 
prioe differeaoes mm obtained with eross-sectional data, than by the 
us© ©f tlae serte® aad aarket data, with du® conaidesattsri for changes in 
b^id., p. 25f# 
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the l®v®l of prices in tin® series data* H©w®v®r, oel©oti®n of ©ities 
with a mag® in fltiid ®ilk and siMiaJlty ia other soei®-@e©Boadc 
characteilitiea and ^ #graphic location pwstnts a problw in itself# 
Als©,. one® th® eiti«s are seleeted and sai^ l®® drawn, prices are siib;J«0t 
to change b®f®i« th® d&ta &m #feta,in®d» 
lttimt®d priee elaatieity of d@mnd for flmid Mlk, at the aaans 
Of prf.©« and e©ns«3^ tte% (* 0.262) fran th® it.ri@tly linear ©qaation, 
invading me® as .an independent mfiate,, agreed fairly olosely with the 
©laetioities obtain«d by Wold and jar®« in Sweden#^  Wold and ilar®*en 
obtained relatively laj^ © standard errow for the priee elasticities 
beeamse ©f relatively s»all prio® change® uid intercojnpelation between 
2 price and ine®B@#- fh® «s© of eross-^ ctional data largely eliminates 
both these undesirable features of tl»@ seriet .data, iowever, the real 
reassm for the relatiirely large standard errors obtained freaa tiias series 
data may be wnder««tia»t«@ of ttie pile© elaeticlties from relatively 
saall prtce differences* MditiowA analysis ,ln 'tifeis etwiy revwuLed the 
possibility ©f an elastic (greater tten raity in absolute ter*) deaand 
for fluid »ilk with reAatlv*^  large (in the 'mnge of 10 percent) priee 
differences* lowever,- the statistical e^ dence was not ©onclmsiT®* 
In th® ifflltipl® regression ®<pati©as, the esti*ted price elasticity 
of d«aM for fl«id ulllc wat increased slj#itly by converting inc«e data 
to Xogarltiw© and addii^  two additional indepeiident variates* A separate 
%old and Careen, ©p* cit*,. table 17*4*1, p* 28f. 
%bid*, p* 2ia* 
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aisalyfis of th® .data by i»s®s indieated that pile# a significant 
factor in flmid sdlk eeasi^ tioa t&r nMMm but ®aisigai;fileaiit 
fQf e®l,®»d heasstolds. 
. An analysis of th® wslatienship betwtatt p.rf.ees pdd for flmid adlk 
and adjusted^  honaebeld eoiist^ ti®ii by eities iiidi.«it«d the jxissibility 
of e©asid®rably higher (ia abs©iwt® t#iaa) pfie® ©l&stieities th®s® 
obtaiaed in pwrtett# itwdiea. In thi# analytist b#th priees bM con-
suB^ tion wr@ c®avtrt®d t© legas^ tta® ia ©rd®r to ©btaia eoeffioients 
of a-rerage jpile® ®lastieitie®« 
Th« @o#ffi®i«at ©f &mmge prLm elasticity ©f d«Md for fluid. ffiOic 
ia this auftlysi© {- 0.332) -ma ©sstntially the saw as ^ e elasticity at 
the m&m obtained in to® wiltipl® regi^ ssioa asdel® when aH 12 cities 
were tised# fMs wlae «» not ©ignifioaat at ttoe fiw pereeat, level. 
E&mmrf aiaee the eitits were ,parp©s@ly selected^  th^  c»ild be 
X 
elijminated frea the amaysis by the mm pmmaa, &£ Mmdmtion 
of tiie <te.ta by ttie grajphi© a»thod revealed tostt eevea of the 12 cities 
fell^  along a dosmwrd flopit^  liae ¥hi<ij. logically r^ reseated a d^ ttn^  
curve# These sevea cities i#®re all »dii»-siE®j| inland, indmstrial 
cities of the Southeast. 
A^djusted for differeae®# ia laccwe, household sis® and coiq^ sitionf 
mm, mxmmptl&n of fluid aiiik &my £rm kmm^  ami the «»teiiwid coasurap-
tioa of bttttejMilk, sldta M.llc and chocolate ^ Llk diliie. 
a^ sojs® d««M aaalyses liiticii used tlj» eerie® data^  oifty certain 
years were incOlwdedt beeattse the r@»«r<3liera. thought other (Matttioas, 
other than priee and spaatity change.®.^  reaained fair^  stable. See for 
©p. cit., p. 5. fhe saw reasoning can be applied to 
selection or deletion of cities used in a eross-»s«©ti@iml data approa<ii. 
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Analysis of iata based on these 0®iwn, eitiea,: yielded an elastic 
(- 2.,114) aT«mg« pilee ©lastieity of denand for flaid »ilk» A eei^ ri--
son of the diffswaees ia fltiid laJlk eoasmptioa and pric®® betwe«» tKws 
siMlar eoastal eitits, yielded m a.mmgm prie© ©laaticity of d«®and 
for fliid lilk of - l#ff2* Additional mc^ &ri@mm of pairs of ©itl®®,, 
similar la @th®r 'respe'ets bmt with wnsid«mbl« difftrenees in fluid 
lailk pfi©©s, yielded prie® ©lastieitits of d®fflaad ia tii® »ng® of 
- 2»m to • 3#©0t 
Bastd on a limited i»b®r ©f ©bs«rmtioiis Mie«® jpssalts eijmot be 
acc®pt«d withoat rssdrmtioas*-* H©w®v@ri,' thes® wsttlts do imis® the 
qmestion as to idi®th®r or not th« deswkM for flmid »llk is as ineJAstic, 
idtti r®^ ®et to prf.e®-fBaiitity relationships, as iadieated by prtvioua 
@tmdi@«* 
A aajor Itedtation ©n th« resets obtained la this stmcly was th® 
saall nmbey of 'eo^ rabl® eities idLtii different fluM •®ilk pileea 
te^ Med in th® antlyiis* Al®©, eoaiital eities ap|»f«atly did not fi.% 
the pattern of JjdLand eities# 'Bte lifsorfcanee ©f tliese factor® was not 
properly taken into ©©aeideratioa in the initial seleetJUm ©f eities. 
Ftttw stmdies designed to ms® er©s®*s®eti^ »l data in estiiating 
priee elastieities of dernnd for Qxd.4. adlk wowld possibly obtain aore 
aeett»te results by asing a l&itgw meisw of «Eiall©r, ®Ji|«mble eities. 
CMLy a relatiTely saall «HBi>©r of Msdit» to large cities, tdLth appreciable 
«^Th® niaber ©f cities i^ ed ia this stijyiy was liaited both by the 
amjlability #f eities of this si®®, and ftoids amilaWL® for sailing 
and obtaining s#i@d^ es. 
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«iiff®«ai0es ia priees tm flaid »ilk, withta a liaited awa actuitlly 
txist* A meh latrger rraMbtr ©f s*^ #^  eititSf with different friees 
f©r fliiid MJJe# are for s^ ltetion.# It is #s$>®eia31y isp@T* 
tant net t@ iaclM« @iti«s idtli wid«3y differ@at nati0«ia3i.t3r baekgrewids. 
Anothtr Maitatic® ®f th® er©s»-@«@ti©iiaCl data, apprtmeh mM the 
iii€0.«siOR ©f t©© mw citi®s near th® mm. price# Statistimlly signi­
ficant r®gr@ssi©a e®«ffl@imts are mm likely t® b© obtained with a 
wider mtmfi ia th« iadeptiident variatts ©f a mgmmlm ®<jaati®n.-
Pr®vi©ms silk d«»aiid stwdi@s iave b««n e©»fr@iitei with the pr®bl«B ©f 
rel&tiwly fwaH pii®# differenees ±a estiaatiiig priee-gaiwitity relation­
ships# Ites«lti ©f this ttm<fy indi,eat© that relatively sHsall price 
diff®r®»e®8 aay haw little iiiaw»©e on flmid wllk i^ nsiaptiimi but 
pilce differenees in th« range ©f 1® pereeiit ©r greater aay have an 
appreciable toflmene# m o©nitw|>ti©n« fb® effest ©f price can c^ neioip-
tien possibly increases suffieient tias is allowed for ©^ naaaers to 
adjmst food tobits# These speealations are suggested as hypotheses for 
flitiire Mlk dwaaM studies. 
®i© use ©f eross-seetional data would probably not be as effectiire 
in analysis ©f dMtnd for food cmae-dities o-yier than fluid s»ilk« Ktnid 
idlk prises differ aore between eities or MUJkets than most ©ther food 
ee»ffi@dities beoanse of a greater 4»$mm ©f pri@e regulation by states and 
-^Filces for fluid silk eadsting in «sll. ©ities are, however, not 
readily avidlable# Smeh pilees ©an be ^ ite^ rraiaed by a preliminary 
survey# 
m 
fflarkets#* f® the kiiwltdg© ©f th® aath©!*, pile®® ®f m other food 
0iwasKlity is smbjested t© as aach state and loeal eoat»l &s are prices 
of fltiid MJJc# Qmgm-^ in pile© diffewnees for other food eoiraodities 
exist pi4«rfly be^ mse ®f tmnsporfcation aad distrf-batioa eosts between 
aiirfitts and deceit atms with, respeet t© pfodnation and e«ms«iiiti©a# 
BelatiopsMs between mee and, egnsnaetien of £Ltiid aiik 
A third faetor of aajor e®a®id@mti©n in the analysis wae the effect 
of me® on ^ ns«Sfition of fliid MUt. Th# e^ 'eet of raee on 
tion of fltiid «llk has not been a aajor ©imsiiemtioa .in mst previouB 
Kilk d«and stttdie®# and ©®rfeili%@ ew<4md®d fr« a stm^  aade 
iwm data obtained iM Seattle, Waehingtm that iM.te households consmsd 
1 
significantly more amid •adlte than iw»hit® homseholds# Three raees 
(white, Ifogro and Oriental) were invaded in the analysis of data 
obtained in Seattle* Aotml differences in oont«i|ption amsng raeee 
were not indicated in the analysis of the Seattle data# Analysis of 
the Seattle <4ita did not indimte a^  si^ fieaat .difference in the 
lewl of fflUk wnsiaption between Segro and Oriental households. 
ies«ats of the Multiple regreasion analysis «B|jl©yed in this stwdy 
indieated that i^ ite hottseholcte «nswid signific®ntly a@re fluid adlk 
4^ Priees in s€ne mxkets an» eetabliahed by l^ detul orders bmt 
differ between Maricets* Prises are established by Slatte lilk Ccaitrol 
Amthorities in other mi&ets bmt even hew there^  are priee diffesreaces 
between mi%»tts td.thin a etaten 
B^am and. Corbildge# op. eit*, p* 3* 
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than Megro households. All respondents were classified as either Negro 
(colored) or white. Oriental and other races ar® relatirely unia^ rtant 
in the Southeast. 
In a striLctly linear multiple regrtssion analysis, ©ouation (1), 
white households were ©stimted to eonsuoe 3«?2 quarts nor© fltiid ffiilk 
per week than colored households. Results of the effect of race on 
household con$ui|3tion of fluid Milk w@r© reduced slightly in the equa­
tions with incMe measured in logarithias, posslblj becaus® the effect of 
income waa arare accumtely estimated with income converted to logarithms. 
Other variatea related to eonsuTOtion of fluid tank 
In addition to the three pidncipl® independent mriates under con­
sideration, thw® variLates which represented household size and coi^ sition 
were used in aU the multiple regression eqiiations e^ loyed. Both children 
under four years of age and children four to 18 years of age had about the 
same effect on household conguBfitlon of fl.uid «ilk. The effect of children 
on household consumption of fluid milk was slightly larger than that of 
adults. A separate analysis of the data by races, however, indicated that 
the effect of adults on household consumption of 0.tiid sdlk was greater 
than children four to 18 years of age in the case of colored households. 
The effect of the three variates which represented household size and 
C0ni)0siti0n on consumption ©f fluid HdHk were all significant at the one 
percent level. These results agreed with those obtained by Baiam and 
BB 
Corbrldge from an analysis of data obtained in Seattle, Washington.^  
Consumption of fluid ailk away fi^ om hcawj and household consui^ tion 
of skim Biilk, buttermilk and chocolate drink c»i^ in©d were added as 
independent Tariates in so®e of the laultipl© regression equations, Con-
suugjtion of fltdd milk away from ho» by aeiiiers of the household was 
positively associated with household consultation, Th© relationship was 
highly significant# Ciaabined consu^ tion of butteradlk, skim ailk, and 
chocolate railk drink was not significantly associated with household 
constjQiEption of fluid sdlk. 
Denand for Fluid Milk Substitutes 
Gonsujaption of flxiid ffiilk substitutes by households esdiibited even 
fflore variability than consungjtion of fluid sailk. Consequently only a 
snail proportion of the variability in consuaption was easplained by the 
single-equation aodels e^ loyed. Essentially the saae limitations apply 
in this analysis as in the case of the analysis of the dOTand for fluid 
milk. 
Begression coefficients which estiiaated the effect of income, prices 
of fluid ailk and race on household consuis^ jtion of fluid ailk substitutes 
were within the realm of logical esqpectations. 
Relationship between incoae and coneurotion of fluid ailk subatitutes 
The estimted effect of income on household consTaaption of fluid 
B^aum and Corbridge, op. cit., p. 2» 
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Milk substitutes was relatively mall and negative for aH households 
coatoined and lAit© households. Household consu^ tion of fluid aailk 
substitutes decreased with increased ineo®®. Since incoms was easpressed 
in logarithms, the relationship was one of decreasisjg constiB|)tion with 
increasing income at a decreasing rate. This relationship confoms to 
the expectation that low incou® fa»ili@s consume more fluid Bdlk substi­
tutes, because th® subistitutes are relatively cheaper, but income becomes 
a less inporfcant factor at the higher levels of incoHie. 
A separate analysis for colored households indicated a positive but 
nonsignificant relationship between household consuBi>tion of fluid ndlk 
substitutes and incoaw. 
Results of the analysis agreed with the results obtained by the 
north Central Dairy Ifarketing Research Goamittee. The North Central 
study concluded that the pnsportion of fanilies using evaporated milk 
was highest in the low inco®e groups and as a consequence per capita con-
suK?)tion decreased with increased incoae.^  Luke obtained siiailar results 
2 from an analysis of data obtained in Portland, liaine. From an analysis 
of data obtained in Seattle, Washington, Baum and Corbridge did not find 
any significant diffej^ nce in the consumption of evapomted milk at 
3 different levels of income. 
1 North Central Daily Marketing Research Coasnittee, op. cit., p. 27. 
O 
Liike, op. cit., p. 13» 
B^aum and Gorbzldge, op. cit., p. 11. 
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Belatlonshits between fltild allk pjAces and consumption of fluid, aillk 
substitutes 
Th® ©stimted influence of fluid Mlk prices on the consuH¥>tion of 
fluid anHk substitutes was highly significant for all households and for 
white households but nonsignificant for coloi^ d households. Highly 
significant prlo® coefficients were not obtained in the Hailtiple re­
gression equations pertaining to the deaaM for fluid nilk. 
Estliaated cross price ©lasticlties of deiand for fluid ^ milk sub­
stitutes from the aiultiple regression equations for all households and 
white households were positive and greater than unity. In the squation 
including race and seven other independent variates th© estlraated cross 
price elasticity at the aeans was 1«364» An analysis of prices of fluid 
milk and adjusted consumption of fluid milk substitutes by cities yielded 
an average cross price elasticity of 1«457» An increase of one percent 
in the price of fluid M.lk by cities wsulted in an increase in household 
consuKption of fluid aUk substitutes of 1»457 percent. 
Eesults of the analysis agree with Blanford*s conclusions, from an 
analysis of data obtained in New York that purchases of fi^ sh fluid milk 
were aaiaHest and evapomted largest in areas where the widest price 
1 
spreads existed. Apparently estimates of cwss price elasticities of 
demand for fluid HiHk substitutes have not been detejwlned in previous 
milk deuand studies. 
B^lanford, 
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Since ^ other^  estiaates of ejposs priee elasticities for coBparison 
are not available to the knowledge of the author, the evidence presented 
by this amlysis mst stand tmsupported# However, the statistical 
evidenc© is rather strong to support the hyi»thesis -Umt' i^ latively 
high iluid ailk prices 'induce consuMrs to substitute less expensive 
dried and canned ©ilk for fresh CLuid ailk. This relationship seems to 
hold true even though households of all levels of income vary consider­
ably in the level of eonstaoption of both flLuid jsHk, and canned and 
dried lailk# 
Prtces of fluid aailk used in relationship with consui^ tion of 
CLuid »ilk substitutes can also be inteipreted as price ratios or price 
relationships* Prevailii^  prices of evaporated, condensed and diled 
lailk products were essentially the sa» for con^ arable brands in all 
the cities.* Thus it was not necessary in the armlysis to express 
pilces of fluid ffiHk substitutes in terms of pilce relationships or 
price mtios# 
Helationahlp between race and consunptlon of fluid ailk substitutes 
Race was not a sigrdficant factor in differences in household 
consui^ tion of fl\iid 3il3Jc substitutes. The analysis Indicated that 
Megro households consuBBd mere fluid ailk substitutes than white 
households, but th® difference was slightly short of the five percent 
•^ Infonaation on prevailing pilces of iluid milk substitutes 
(evaporated, condensed, and iiilk powder) were obtained by a supplementary 
survey# 
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level of significaiic®# Colored households consumed considerably less 
fluid adlk than did white households, but only a snail part of the 
difference was mde up hj a higher rate of consuMptlon of fltiid ndlk 
substitutes by colored households. Analysis of the deiaand for both 
fluid milk and fltJid fflUk substitutes indicated that colored households 
cons^ JB»d less total ad3± products^  in fluid equivalent, than white 
households# 
Other variatea related to consiaaption of fluid lailk substitutes 
Three variates which represented household size and COT^ KJsition all 
had a highly significant effect on household consumption of fluid wHk 
substitutes. Children under four years of age had considembly oore 
effect on household consumption of fluid Milk substitutes than did 
e^ither children four to It years of age or adi0.ts« The effect of 
children under four years of age on household consui^ tion of fluid 
milk substitutes %ia.s greater for colored households than for white 
households. On the other hand, th© effect of adults on household con-
sunption of £luid milk substitutes was less for colored households than 
for white households. The importance of children iinder four years of 
age on household consuj^ tion of Huid ailk substitutes is possibly 
attributed to the widespread use of evaporated Bilk in infant nutrition. 
C^heese, butter, ice creaan, and fresh coffee and whipping cream 
were not included in this- analysis. Data on the oonsw^ tion of these 
products were obtained in the survey and will be aralyzed in a 
separate report. Preliminary eitandnation of these data indicated the 
consua^ tion of fresh cream was alirtost nonexlstant in the urisan area 
sailed. 
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Gonsungjtion of fliiid nilk amy from hom©, and the coiablned house­
hold consunfition of skim ailk, buttswdlk and chocolate Bilk were not 
significantly associated with household consuH^ jtion of £lttid sdlk 
substitutes. 
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CX>MCLUSI01S 
The following conclusions relate to the denand for fluid lailk and 
fluid fflilk substitutes (canned and dried lailk) from an analysis of 
data obtained from 1,365 households in 12 Southeastern cities, Moveniber 
1955 - January 1956. 
1, Incoia® had a positive highly significant effect on household 
consuasption of fresh fltiid uilk# Istimtes of incoM elasticities 
ranged from approxiaately 0.278 at the extremely low income levels to 
0.188 with household incomes in the range of 750 dollars per month, 
letimated consuafition of fluid miUc was greater for white households 
than for colored households at all levels of income. 
2, Income had a negative significant effect on household consuBfj-
tion of fluid milk substitutes (canned and dried milk). Estimates of 
income elasticities ranged from - 0.066 at the lower income levels to 
- 0.124 with inccaaes in the mnge of 750 dollars per month. A highly 
significant negative relationship wa© exhibited between household income 
and consusfstion of fluid milk substitutes in a separate analysis of white 
households, but the relationship was positive and nonsignificant for 
colored households. 
3, Price of fluid milk had a negative effect on household consxm^ -
tion. A significant relationship was obtained in an analysis of data 
for white households separately, but a positive nonsignificant relation­
ship was obtained for colored households. Parts of the analysis by 
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cities indicated elastic price elasticitie® of demand for fluid milk 
in the iMge of - 2.0 to - 3*0. However, the statistical evidence 
was onl^  suggestive and not conclusive. 
4» Pr®va0.ing prices for fluid ailk had a higWjr significant 
positive effect on the consujiption of fl\iid adlk substitutes (canned 
and dried ailk)* Average cross price elasticity (in terro of prices 
for fluid Hdlk) of demnd for fluid adllk substitutes -ms estimated to 
be in the range of 1.457. A highly significant negative relationship 
was obtained between prices of fluid ailk and consunaption of n.uid aiilk 
substitutes in a se|«.rate analysis for white households^  but a non­
significant negative relationship was obtained for colored households. 
5. Eace had a highly significant effect on household consuB^ tion 
of fluid ailk. Wiite households consuoed an estiaated 3 #64 quarts more 
flidd Jiilk per week than coloi^ d households. 
6» Colored households eonsu»d more fluid ndlk substitutes than 
white households but the race effect was not significant. 
7. Three meaTOres of household size and C0n|30siti0n had a highly 
significant effect on fluid ndlk consu^ tion# Children both under four 
years of age and four to 18 had a greater effect on household consuHf)-
tion of fluid Hdlk than did adults, but the differences were not 
significant. The effect of children on household consui^ tion of fluid 
Bdlk was considerably less for colored households than for whit© house­
holds. 
8. Three measures of size and co^ osition of households had a 
highly significant effect on the consuiBption of fluid lailk substitutes. 
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Children under four years of age had a significantly greater effect on 
household consusiption of fluid milk substitutes than either children 
four to 18 years of age or adults# Childrtn under four had a greater 
effect on household consunption of fluid adlk substitutes for colored 
households than for white households, 
9. Cosisined household consm^ tion of bottled buttermilk, skim 
fflilkji and chocolate ailk had no significant effect on household con-
sunption of fr®sh fluid silk. 
10. Goitoined household consunption of bottled butterjailk, skim 
fflilk and chocolate ailk had no significant effect on th® consuiii)tion 
of jfluid ailk substitutes (canned and dried milk)# 
H# Consu^ tion of fluid ailk away from horns by meafcers of the 
household wa® significantly and positively associated with housshold 
consxmption of fluid ailk. 
12* Consumption of fluid milk amy fr(Ma hon© was not significantly 
associated with household consuii|stion of fluid adlk substitutes (canned 
and dried milk). 
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APPEIDIX 
SajEfsl® Specificatioi# 
Deflialtlon of problem 
IstJjaating the influence of the pri.oe of fliiid milk, consumer in-
coiae, and mm on the QommB^ tlon of fluid ndLlk and its substitutes 
in the South. 
Definition of the uniyers© 
1, Separate universes for 12 metropolitan cities in the Southern 
region* These citie® were selected as typical Eiilk maarkets and 
were paired in two wayss SioHar in characteristics other than 
price of fluid railk^  and different in other characteristics, 
alike in fluid ailk price. Cities mm selected accoMing to 
the criteria above, no saiqple selection was Involved. 
2. Each city universe is defined as the aggregate of san^ ling 
units (see definition below) located within the 1950 city limits 
of the city. 
Population 
Households (Census definition, exclxiding quasi-households and 
institutional population)• 
Sarollng unit 
Cluster of 3 (expected) households. 
Size of sarole 
40 sanpllng units (expected 120 households) per city. 
Sanole design 
(a) Measure of sizej Occupied dwelling units (ODUs) as set forth 
in the Block Statistics bulletins, series 
HE, 1950 U* S, Census of Housing. 
»The author is indebted to John Monroe and A. L. Unknerj Institute 
of Statistics, The Consolidated University of North Carolina? for the 
selection of saa^ le households within cities and specification of the 
sa^ le. 
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(b) Stmtification: 20 eqtial-slzed strata within each city. 
Nimfoer of ODUs • stratum size (for city) 
20 
(e) Selection of stalling units two sampling units were selected 
at random within each stratum 
with replacejuent. 
The saB^ sle nsay be described as a stratified random san^ Jle wherein 
each sai^ ling unit has an ©aual probability of selection in the sas^ le* 
Stratum sizes and sai^ ling rates are given in an attached table. 
Method of draw 
(a) Blocks statistics for each city were acciaaulated (occupied 
dwelling units by block, Table 3). 
(b) After determining the stratum size for each city (above), 
two random nuMiers between 0001 and the stratum siize were 
drawl in each stmtua. 
(c) For the first stratum, the two random nujs&ers indicated the 
blocks for the sas^ le. for subsequent strata, blocks were 
indicated by adding the stratum sis:® to the random numbers 
to locate the block in the proper stratum. 
STMT® RAWDOM MD. 
1 E.M.i 
E.I,2 
2 f 1 X (stratum size) 
E»N«2 n H 
3 E.M.I * 2 X (stratum size) 
• 
fi.M.2 
. 
It n 
• 
• 
• 
20 
• 
R.I.X 19 X 
• 
• 
(stratum size) 
E.N.2 ft II 
(d) The blocks specified by the random nu^ ers were assigned 
saB^ lljng xinits by dividing the nwtoer of ODUs by 3» the 
eaqpected cluster siase# For the final definition of the 
sampling unit the block in the sample must be sampled in the 
field at the rates 1/ (number of assigned sanpling units 
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per block). The field procedure is considered part of the 
sampling process for identification of the sampling tinit and 
not as a sepamte stage of saapling* In aiany blocks a 
"chunking*' rosthod of reducing block size preceded the 
sampling of households. 
Preparation of sampling mterials 
(a) Two copies of city aaps showing the location of th© 40 
san^ ling units (tmstBT&d 1 through 40 for each city) were 
prepared. One map showing the sa^ le and an unsariced mp 
were sent for field use, one narked and one laanarked map 
were filed in the office. 
(b) A block sketch for sanfiling unit was dravm on a 5" x 8" 
filing card. Street boundaries from the Block Statistics 
bulletin or th® street mps (or both wher« there was 
di3agreeB»nt) were indicated. The sai^ ling unit nuiaber, 
th© block sangjlin® rate, the chunk size, (where applicable) 
and the random start appears on each card. 
(c) A description of the sai^ le was prepared for each city. 
(d) Instructions for block saiapling and chunking were prepared 
for each state. 
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Sa^ le Description 
Mo. of occupied So. of Mo. of San^ sling^  ^
dwelling rniits 
GITI (ODUs) 
sailing 
units Ch) 
sairoling 
imits^ trattua 
rate (V ) 
Atlanta, Ga. 92,667 30,889 1,544 772 
Charleston, S# C» 20,0S1 6,694 334 167 
Chattanooga, Tenn. 3S,016 12,672 634 317 
Col'un&i^ , S» 0. 21,847 7,282 364 182 
Jackson, ^ ss. 26,978 8,993 450 225 
Knoxvllle, Term. 34,825 11,608 580 290 
Little Eock, Ark. 30,987 10,329 516 258 
Nashville, T®nn. 49,807 16,602 830 415 
New Orleans, La. 166,053 55,351 2,768 1,384 
Savannah, Ga, 34,S39 11,613 580 290 
Winston-Salem, H. C. 24,362 8,121 406 203 
West Point, Miss# 1,918 639 32 16 
#Two sM^ ling units were selected per strattaa. Each city contained 
20 strata. 
